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The Gamecocks fall to
the Lady Tigers in 0-2
defeat on Sunda\
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■ OFC Nate Heard remembers
the night he was shot by a
Clemson student in Tiger
Town Tavern while on duty.
Now Roslyn Devina Harrison,
who graduated in May, has"
been charged with assault and
battery with intent to kill. If
she is found guilty, she faces up
to 20 years in prison.
■ Are policemen necessary in
the bar scene? Clemson Police
Chief Jonathan Link says yes,
and bartenders agree. Other
college police departments say
they have not got the time or
resources to patrol the bar
scene. Perhaps this is why
Clemson has such an astonishingly high number of arrests as
compared to other universities.
Refer to graph inside.
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Clemson ranks number
eight in Playboy
In the October issue of
Playboy magazine, sports editor Gary Cole has named two
ACC scnools in his top 10 football rankings. ACC powerhouse Florida State was overshadowed only by Nebraska,
while the Tigers were placed
eighth.

UPAC to show Stand and
Deliver
In celebration of Hispanic
Heritage Month, the University
Programs and Activities
Council will be showing Stand
and Deliver at the McKissick
Theater in the Hendrix Student
Center. Showtimes will be Sept.
8 and 10 at 7 p.m. For additional student activities, check the
UPAC
web
page
at
http://union.clemson.edu/UP
AC.

TIME

There is always room for error in
any university system at the turn of
each new semester, and that usually
means that a small percentage of
students will be affected through
tuition payments, class schedules or
campus housing assignments.
Chris Mattox, a second year student, can relate. One of his two scholarships, the Stafford loan or the Pell
grant, was not posted to cover most
of his tuition by its due date on Aug.
14. Mattox was unaware of this,
which is something that can happen
if students fail to check their fee status. Because a large portion of his
tuition was unpaid, the University
did not know whether he had
returned to school. Mattox's classes
were dropped his third day into the
semester.
"I went to class, and my professor
said I wasn't on the roll," he said.
Fortunately, Mattox had no problem
reentering his classes after talking
personally to all of his professors.
His financial aid was also dropped.
"I'm supposed to be getting it back
very soon," he said.
To make matters worse, the second day of classes he discovered that
a meal plan had been added to his

tuition. The only explanation the
Tiger One office could offer was that
his mother had possibly called in a
$900 15-meal plan for him. "I was
like 'OK' but I didn't think my mom
had called in," said Mattox. He was

got really mad, but I didn't want to
cause a scene," he said. He went to
cancel his meal plan, but a computer
showed that the plan never existed.
"They said that I had never had the
meal plan, even with my printout,"

WILL BRVAKT/M I ,i. ,r staff

YARDS OF FT: Miscommunications mean trouble for students in distress.
even given a printout of the transaction.
Just when Mattox may have
thought that his troubles were over,
he discovered a baffling mistake. "I

said Mattox.
Although his experience with
the mysterious meal plan was
unusual, it is more common that
financial aid recipients are some-

times dropped from their classes due
to confusion. Karen Robbins, coordinator of University revenue and
receivables, said there are two reasons why a majority of the students'
classes is canceled after payment is
not received.
"One, we don't know if [a student]
is here. Two, it frees seats for those
who have paid," she said.
Robbins also stresses the fact that
departments are just following the
board's procedures. She does admit
that there are some students on the
payment plan who have classes
dropped by mistake though.
University Registrar Stan Smith
has always tried to help students
prevent these types of occurrences.
"One of the criteria for having a
schedule is to confirm that you have
made a payment," he said. Usually,
the trickiest types of payments end
up being scholarships and grants,
such as Mattox's case.
Smith explained, "On the tuition
bill, the second option says to call
the voice automated system to claim
your aid". Some students may overlook this step because they feel their
tuition is already covered. Smith and
other University offices do not
always know that students have
returned to campus if they do not
complete the step or keep track of
SEE TAPE, PAGE
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Center dedicated
to Hendrix family
► Grand openingtook
place September!
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

assistant news editor
Surrounded by chrysanthemums and colorful tapestries,
University President James Barker
described the meaning and
importance of the Hendrix
Student Center at the facility's
dedication ceremony on Sunday.
The 108,000-square foot center's dedication ceremony—after
seven years of planning and replanning, and much anticipation
from the University's administration and students—was described
as a "dream come true because of
donor support," by Almeda Jacks,
vice president for student affairs.
"[The Hendrix Student Center]

is a testament of Clemson's commitment to students," Jacks said.
The facility houses a food
court, bookstore, bank, a multipurpose 154-seat theater, multiple
meeting spaces, and student
media offices. The center also features Cappuccino's, a coffee house,
Hair at Hendrix, a hair salon,
Copy Cats, formerly known as the
Union Copy Center, the
Telecommunications office and
the Michelin Career Center.
Students and school officials
discussed the need for a new facility for years before planning
began on the Hendrix Student
Center in 1993. After two years of
planning, the University decided
to scrap its original concept of a
160,000-square-foot center for a
SEE

HENDRIX, PAGE 8
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MORE MONEY: President James Barker, with Student Body President
Rita Bolt and others, accepts Budweiser'sgenerous donation.

NightCAT gets help
from beer company
► Budweisergives bus line
an anniversary gift.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

staff writer

Student Athletes top
GPA
Clemson student athletes
posted the highest grade point
average on record at the
University for the spring 2000
semester. Clemson's StudentAthlete Enrichment Program
announced that the overall
average was 2.76, just two-hundredths below the grade point
average for the entire student
body. Thirty student athletes
made the Presidents List, 71
made the Dean's List and nearly 46 percent made the academic honor roll.
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Red tape means delays and mix-ups
MOUIE FERRKSAN

Policemen in bars

Amanda Peet cratf
her whip on fih
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH: Bill Hendrix describes hisjamily's involvement in the construction andJundingoJ the Hendrix Center.

How does $30,000 from
Budweiser sound as a birthday
gift? For Clemson's NightCAT, it
was a welcome present.
NightCAT, an extension of the
Clemson Area Transit system,
operates on Friday and Saturday
nights, from 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
between the Clemson business
district, residential complexes on
campus and the surrounding
community. Currently, annual
operational costs exceed $66,400.
Budweiser's donation will be
made in $10,000 installments
over three years. The remaining

expenses will be covered by the
city of Clemson, the University
and student activity revenue.
This is NightCAT's first major
grant, but the accomplishment
did not come without any hard
work.
According to Mike Dean, general manager of Anderson's.
Budweiser Division, "The student
government about two years ago
that originally did all the ground
work talked to me for about a year
if we [Budweiser] would be interested [in NightCAT]. They had to
put all the numbers together and
come back to me and they came
up with some pretty astonishing
numbers to get some funding.
"With the University, transit
system and us it made it possible,"
SEE

BUD, PAGE 3
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Suicide still a
major cause of
student death
MELISSA NANN

The GW Hatchet (G. Washington UJ

(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON About 14 people between the ages
of 15 and 24 die from suicide every
day. Suicide was the third-leading
cause of death among people 15 to
24 years of age in 1997, and there
are about eight to 25 attempted suicides for each completed act.
Why do people take their own
lives?
"It is not uncommon for students to have suicidal ideation,"
said Dr. Diane DePalma, director of
the University Counseling Center.
"If you hear of a friend or another
student with suicidal ideation, it's
not time to panic or despair, but to
get assistance."
DePalma said it's critical for
someone who is feeling depressed
and having thoughts about hurting
themselves to find someone to talk
to—a friend, family or clergy member, a professor, community facilitator or professionals at the counseling center.
"It's important to get help," she
said.
Counseling center staff members and community facilitators
living in residence halls are trained
to help students who are depressed
or contemplating suicide.
"We train them to recognize the
symptoms: changes in body
weight, not going to classes, sleeping late in the day and changes in
appearance," said Robert Wilson,
assistant director for education services for the counseling center.
"Many people tell someone that
they are feeling that depressed.
They don't want to kill themselves;
they just want to stop feeling that
way."
There are different levels of
depression on campus at different
times of the school year. Wilson
said that the start of the semester is
typically a time of heightened anxiety and building pressure.
"People are feeling overwhelmed, as they also do during
midterms and other exam times,"
Wilson said.
Among young people ages 20 to
24, the suicide rate in 1997 was 13.6
per 100,000 people, or 2,384 deaths
among the 17.5 million people in
this age group, according to the
National Institute of Mental
Health.
Suicides outnumbered homicides three-to-two for all age groups
in the United States in 1997. There
were twice as many deaths attributed to suicide as HIV and AIDS,
making suicide the eighth-highest
overall cause of death in the country.
The most compelling risk factors for attempted suicide among
young people are depression, alcohol or drug use and aggressive or
disruptive behavior.
It is important to always take
comments about suicide seriously,
according to the National Institute
of Mental Health web site. Even
indirect comments, such as joking
about suicide, may represent a subtle cry for help.
It is important to listen in a sensitive, nonjudgmental and nonthreatening way to anyone who
says he or she is feeling depressed
and having suicidal thoughts,
according to a pamphlet available
at the counseling center, "Students
in Distress."
Counselors suggest that people
try to assure the student that his or
her situation can get better and that
things will not always seem as
hopeless, and suggest resources for
getting help, such as consulting a
counselor on campus. One should
also |x>int out that help is available
and stress that seeking assistance is
a sign of strength and courage, not
weakness.
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Gore focuses on Tuition Savings Plan
RHEA PETERSON AND JONATHAN SHEIR

The Diamondback (U. Maryland.)

(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK, Md.
— The University of Maryland
campus turned into a hubbub of
excitement Thursday as about 600
people crammed into Nyumburu
Amphitheater to hear presidential
candidate and Vice President Al
Gore present his plan for making
education more affordable and
available to a wider segment of the
country's population.
"I think it's time to make the
largest investment in education
since the GI Bill and make our
schools the number one priority for
American students," Gore said.
Sen. Paul Sarbanes, Rep. Albert
Wynn, State Senate President Mike
Miller, Prince George's County
Executive Wayne Curry and Gov
Parris N. Glendening were also on
hand to lend support to the vice
president.
Gore took a moment to thank
the campus for giving him a great
campaign manager, Donna Brazile,
who was a campus adjunct professor before outlining his education
plan.
"We must make it possible for all
families to send their kids to college
and open the door for higher education to all Americans," Gore said.
Cheers exploded from the crowd
when he discussed his plan for a
National Tuition Savings Plan and a
"401J" plan. Similar to 401(k) retirement accounts, the 401J would
allow individuals and their
employers to contribute money to a
tax-free account to be used for any
education expenses during a person's life.
Another major aspect of Gore's
education plan is to make most college tuition tax-deductible. He
promised a tax deduction of up to
$2,800 for tuition and fees for any
post-secondary education.
Gore also said the United States
needs more student loans, more Pell
grants available and middle-class
tax cuts.
"Opportunity cannot be limited
to people of wealth and means,"

A GORE-GEOUS PLAN: At a University of Maryland rally, Al Gore proposed his National Tuition Savings Plan,
which would make education more affordable. Maryland governor Glendeningsupported the idea.
Gore said. "All young people gruntled.
"Gore should take a stand and
deserve to be able to open the door
Saran Ahuja, who had received a let Nader into the debate," she said.
to their dreams."
confirmation e-mail but was then "[Minnesota Gov Jesse] Ventura was
Gore also proposed to improve turned away, said, "They promised running in single digits. They let
the overall quality of education by me I'd get in. Then, they said, 'Sorry, him in, and he won."
reducing class size, modernizing this ain't RFK stadium.' Meanwhile,
David Thurston, a student at
school buildings, creating universal every member of a union got to cut City University of New York and
preschool and increasing the salary in front of the line and just walk in. also a Nader supporter, attended
for teachers. He said the United And they accuse the Republicans of the rally and attempted to disrupt
States needs more training for being in the pocket of special inter- the speech.
teachers, new resources and more ests."
Although attendees were not,
professional development.
When Ahuja tried to speak with allowed to provide their own signs,
In his introduction speech, a Gore staffer, he was told that he he wrote "The Real 2 Million
Glendening echoed Gore's empha- would be arrested if he didn't leave. Behind Bars" on the back of a Gore
sis on the importance of more avail"I was going to vote for Gore, but sign and began chanting "Schools
able education opportunities.
now I'm not so sure. If he can't run a not jails" in the middle of Gore's
"We must make sure that a col- rally, how can he run this country?" speech.
lege degree is as everyday for every Ahuja said after the rally.
Gore ignored Thurston and
person as a high school diploma is
Conflict arose during the speech went on with his speech, but
today," Glendening said.
as many Ralph Nader supporters Thurston said he got his message
While most people were sup- stressed their dissatisfaction with across.
portive of Gore during his speech, a Gore. One protester, deemed the
"This was a great opportunity to
last- minute change in venue from "chicken lady" because of the put issues of real democracy across
the Colony Ballroom to the outdoor chicken suit she wore, was sociolo- to America," Thurston said. "This
location and admission tickets in gy graduate student Alison election is really a choice of Bush
short supply left some feeling dis- Gibbons.
and Bush-lite."

Cornell U. rallies for school Labor Day observance
HEATHER SCHROEDER

Cornell Daily Sun (Cornell U.)

(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y. - The
pavement in front of Ives Hall
Monday read "Respect Labor," as
members
of
the
Cornell
Organization for Labor Action
passed out fliers and encouraged
Cornellians to add their names to
the chalk petition.

"Students were showing their
support for having the day off for
Labor Day and showing respect for
anyone—faculty, staff and students—working today, specifically
at the [School of Industrial and
Labor Relations]," said Elizabeth
Chimienti '02, president of COLA.
"I think it's hypocritical because
they teach us to respect labor, yet
the day that is designated to respect

NO CLASS: Cornell students protest against having classes on Labor Day.
This college, like Clemson, does not have the day off.

labor we don't respect," said ILR
student Tanvee Mehra '03.
Along with photographs of the
chalk petition, COLA has collected
400 signatures on a written petition to present to ILR Dean Edward
J. Lawler later this week. The organization will ask. if Lawler can
grant ILR students and faculty a
holiday for Labor Day and for his
support in requesting that the
Faculty Senate modify the
University calendar, dismissing all
classes on the national holiday, said
COLA member David Unger '02.
"Right now we're just seeing how
the dean reacts to today's actions,"
Chimienti said. "We're confident
that he'll be receptive to his students' requests, and that we'll be
able to work out a plan together."
"We would certainly consider a
change, and we would be interested
in hearing what the students have
in mind," Lawler said last week.
Henrik N. Dullea '61, vice president of Cornell University relations, explained that New York
state dictates a certain number of
class days; if Cornell takes Labor
Day off, another day of classes must
be added.
The University also remains in
session during other national holidays, including Presidents' Day.
"We're an anomaly among universities that we don't have [Labor
Day] off," said Student Assembly
President Uzo Asonye '02.
The Student Assembly is in the
process of helping to create the
University calendar for 2003
through 2005, and has ultimate
approval of the Faculty Senate's
design. Should the Faculty Senate

decide to change the calendar, there
will still be classes on Labor Day for
another three years, as the calendar
is created several years in advance,
Dullea explained.
"It's definitely a long-term project, but it's good to show that students really support the effort,"
COLA member Mike Moschella '02
said.
"We hope to make this change at
least for future ILR students and
Cornell students. We're patient,"
Chimienti said.
Prof. Richard W Hurd, ILR,
recalled that the school did have
Labor Day off several years ago, in
addition to a pre-Labor Day
Convocation. In lieu of attending
classes, students and faculty participated in alternative events, such as
listening to labor speakers. The policy was later terminated due to
declining interest and difficulties in
attracting speakers.
There is now renewed interest in
honoring the holiday at the school,
however, which Chimienti attributes to the fact that "labor is on the
rise again."
Lee Adler, a member of the
extension faculty in ILR, said that
some of his colleagues would have
preferred to do something "slightly
out of the mold" Monday, by interacting with workers and students
rather than teaching in the classroom.
Some COLA members did just
that. The fliers they passed out
invited the Cornell community to
accompany fellow Cornellians and
workers at the Midstate Central
Labor Council's Labor Day Picnic at
Stewart Park that day.
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CAT bus widens its wheelbase BUD
^■CAT buses are doing more
to meet riders' needs.
KlMAIRIS TOOGOOD

staff writer

In the college tradition of complaints, area transit ranks in the
student top 10, but no longer here
at Clemson. Clemson Area Transit
spent the summer proving its new
and improved services to the city

of
Clemson,
Central,
the
University
and
Southern
Wesleyan University.
Due to community support and
desire, the summer bus service featured more CAT buses, more
places, more often. But most
importantly, the fare for riding the
new and improved system is still
entirely free. Citizens, students,
faculty, staff, tourists, kids and visitors can enjoy the transit system

DAVID KflLK/

RIDE THAT BUS: CAT buses are not being used just by students — they are
alsoagrowing choice oj transport far the community.

FOR RENT
Students — Pick your Roommate!
3 Bedroom Townhouse

Behind Hardee's - Walking Distance of Campus
LR, DR, Kit, 2 'ABath, Dishwasher, Washer, Dryer
Rent $250/mo. • NO PETS

CALL (864) 229-5944 ANYTIME

Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe &
The Fudge Factory
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

at no cost from their own pockets
thanks to local Pickens County
funding,
South
Carolina
Department of Transportation and
University
support.
Several
months ago, CAT expanded and
implemented first-time public
transportation service to Central.
Public enthusiasm and desire
spawned CAT ridership to more
than 1,000 passengers per month.
The riders have found access to
new employment opportunities
thanks to the dependability of the
CAT bus service. This also has
senior citizens beginning to rely
on CAT's safe, friendly and convenient bus service.
As part of the rebirth of the
CAT system throughout campus
and the community, this summer
the bus fleet was blessed by the
presence of bigger and better RTS
buses. The three pre-owned, 35foot city-typed RTS buses feature
front and rear access doors, a variety of interiors, heavy duty air
conditioning, 36-person capacity
and large passenger windows.
CAT's RTS buses have a kneeling
feature to lower the front end for
easy boarding, electronic interior
message boards and a music stereo
PA system. The only downfall of
the RTS buses is that they are not
bike accessible like the traditional
CAT buses. Yet Clemson Area
Transit director Al Babinicz says
that those racks are coming and
will be located in the same place
on the RTS buses as they are on the
other CAT buses. The RTS, which
has a 50-person capacity is the
most proven bus in the transit
industry today and will serve CAT
and the surrounding community
until it acquires newly funded
buses in the future.
Nine of CAT's 33 bus operators
live in Central, including recently
hired Ryan Bennett, a Southern
Wesleyan University student. CAT
is currently hiring citizens and
students alike. Contact Sandra
O'Kelley at 654-2287 if you have or
are interested in obtaining your
CDL license to operate the RTS and
other CAT buses.
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Dean said. "They say first anniversary but it's probably been three
years of a lot of hard work putting
this program together."
"This took some time to achieve
and accomplish," said Al Babinicz,
executive director of Clemson Area
Transit. "The original donation
started over a year ago at the very
infancy of NightCAT Budweiser,
Mike Dean and associates saw
merit in the idea of a safe-ride program. His company is behind safe
responsible driving at night and
drinking at night. He has supported
this very early in the process. As the
original private sector supporter of
NightCAT, his [company's] contribution has grown in the last year to
a very significant contribution."
Budweiser's graciousness is
turning smiles throughout the
Clemson community.
"I think it is a wonderful thing.
I'm glad they renewed their support," said Cal Stephens, student
government's webmaster. "I think
corporate support is a wonderful
thing."
Dean further emphasizes
Budweiser's goals by adding, "I
think it is fantastic. Basically, it's
being responsible, being a good corporate sponsor, being a good neighbor and being everything you want
to be. This University does a lot to
give back to the state, and this is
something we can do as a company
to give back to the University."
The NightCAT system appears
to be successful in the Clemson
area, partially attributed to
Budweiser's contribution. So much
that the beer company is planning
to help fund a similar safe-ride system to be built in Charleston.
"You can see that the city of
Clemson, Clemson University, student government, Student Affairs
Office, President Barker and
Budweiser are leading the charge to
responsible safe driving," said
Babinicz.
" While over 14,000 passengers
rode the NightCAT in the past year,
it does not hurt to have more people
travel on this free service. In fact, it

is best to leave your cars at home on
Friday and Saturday nights, especially if you plan to be consuming
alcoholic beverages.
"It is the smart thing to do,"
advised Sandra O'Kelley, office
manager of CAT
"The purpose of NightCAT is to
provide a safe-ride home. It is to
designate and demonstrate responsibility by the student," said
Babinicz. "I think it is responsible
for a student to get on a NightCAT
bus after they've been drinking and
ride home at night rather than
drive themselves and endanger
themselves and someone else in
another car."
NightCAT driver, Richard
Spelina, also warns, "I would suggest
if the kids are going to go out drinking for them to get on that bus.
They've been packing the police
cars for DUIs and open containers."
This is the most NightCAT and
Budweiser can offer right now. The
rest is up to the student and Spelina
enthuses, "I love it. The kids love it.
They think it's the greatest thing
they've put out there. They come
out. They go out. They don't have to
drive their car."
"Clemson is a community on the
move. NightCAT buses are crowded
at night and the streets are safer for
everyone, not just the students
using the buses but other drivers in
the community," said Babinicz. "All
I can say is that NightCAT was a
good idea a year ago and it is even a
better idea today but the best is yet
to come."

What goes on
Wednesday nights at
The Tiger? Don't ask

don't tell,
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Red tape: the new
look of fall fashion
Bureaucratic facism has overtaken relatively simple processes for Clemson
Paperwork is going to be the
downfall of society, or of the
University, for that matter. For many
students, the red-tape that comes
with financial aid, scheduling and
the like has marred the beginning of
a new semester.
This semester has seen new
heights of bureaucracy plague the
innocent students at Clemson.
Seniors who are looking forward to
graduating are finding that getting
to walk across the stage may be more
difficult than they realized—all due
to an inefficient, and oftentimes
unfriendly system. The incoming
freshmen are now being forced to
realize that all the joys of college can
be ruined by a minor misstep.
At the heart of the matter is how.
things are handled at the most basic
of levels. If a student wants to
change their major, forms must be
signed and filled out in triplicate. If a
student is dropped from their classes
due to a computer glitch or failing to
call the voice response system to
secure their financial aid (despite the
signed copy every financial aid student must turn in), it is all of a sudden the student's responsibility to
get their classes back. Freshmen
who are guaranteed housing when
they come to Clemson get housing
for sure, if broom closets and study
rooms qualify as the type of housing
that Clemson is willing trJ 'guarantee.
In every scenario, the student is
left feeling like less of a person, be it
from administrative personnel's attitude or from the sheer hassle of having to do unnecessary work. Glares
and sharp tones from desk workers
make students feel like they have
committed unforgiveable
sins
whose repurcussions can never be

fully rectified. To some of these people, apparently adding lost classes
back to a schedule turns out to be
nothing short of negotiating an illegal arms trade agreement.
Why is there not a failsafe button
that could be pressed just in case
accidents do happen? If all of a student's classes are dropped for some
inane reason, then there should be a
backup of the original schedule that
can easily reinstate the lost schedule.
But there is too much necessity for
red tape for the University. In order
to cover their hides, each department of the University seems to
think it proper to have multiple
copies of the same sheets of paper or
to have triple verification before
making a change when Clemson
may be handing out the money to
students. Yet when it comes to dropping students from classes, students
are not given the opportunity for a
back up copy. Because of this red
tape, many a senior's year has been
started off on the proverbial wrong
foot.
The point the University needs to
see is that its students sometimes feel
like they do not get the respect of the
University. Instead of being direct,
many times the student is given the
runaround when a well-informed
faculty member could have solved
many "situations" in a single step.
The University should look into
educating its people to minimize the
amount of red tape into which students are thrown.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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"You can't fool all the people, all the time...

B

ut if you fool the right ones,
then the rest will fall
behind." Well it's election
time again, and rich white men in
power couldn't be happier. The
lack of a real choice on the ballot
has pretty much ensured yet
another corporate presidency. Like
many others, you may find yourself confused about which big
business candidate to elect. I mean
after all, there
are only two
choices, right?
And since the
upcoming
presidential
debates (or
agreements)
this year look
to be the equivalent of a donkey
calling a mule an ass, I'll help to
guide you through a few of the
important issues for this year's
campaign season.
One of the bigger issues this
election year has to be the military
and the U.S. role in the world arena.
The Democratic candidate, Al Gore,
will most likely follow in the footsteps of his infamous predecessor,
the almighty Clin-ton, and continue to openly bombard third world
countries into submission. On the

other side of the spectrum, George
W. Bush, the Republican candidate,
will probably adopt a more subtle
approach of using CIA-backed military coups to deter movements
with anti-corporate interests, as
demonstrated by his father and
that actor guy who was president.
So, the bottom line, if you're in favor
of the military supporting pertroleum and other corporate interests in
impoverished third
world countries, you
should without a
doubt vote for Bush
(or Gore).
Another
big
issue this year is the
use of capital punishment in our judicial system. Everyone knows that
building more prisons, and executing more people, including political
prisoners railroaded onto death
row, is clearly the answer to solving
our nation's crime problem.
Honestly, just ask one of the nine
states with 50 percent or more
African-American prisoners on
death row and they'll tell you it is a
fair and unbiased solution to stopping crime. Since the presidential
candidates are holding hands for
America on this issue, it's a tough

call, but I would have to say definitely vote for Gore (or Bush) if you
favor the predominately racist
death penalty.
And finally, the most apparent
issue this year has to be the sponsorship of candidates by wealthy
individuals and corporations. Soft
money contributions for the 2000
election year have equaled the
amount donated in 1996, and will
probably exceed it. So the real question is which industry you would
prefer the future president to have
on his mind as he signs the next
four years of bills into law. Or
maybe you just don't want any
industry to have a say in the future
of our country? Probably not, that's
a ridiculous notion anyway.
In conclusion, I'd like to thank
on behalf of both candidates
Viacom, MCI, BET, ICG Comm.,
Citibank, Enron Corp., MBNA,
Triton Energy, BF Goodrich,
Occidental Chemical, US Sugar
Corp, and First Nat'l Bank and
Trust, without whom it would not
be possible.
Dan Gonzalez is a senior majoring in
computer science. Email comments
to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Baby boomer
responds to column
Steve Caldes' commentary in
the Sept. 1 issue of The Tiger was a
waste of space. I guess if you don't
have anything interesting to write
about, just pick a group at random
and run them down. I will admit
that Steve is quite the equal opportunity columnist as he was more
than willing to belittle his parents
in print, along with his professors
and the rest of us boomers.
I have an offer for Steve that I
don't think he will be able to turn
down. I will get rid of my red
Miata convertible if the current
generation will quit ripping off the
sixties. Have you ever noticed that
every TV show that existed in the
sixties has been made into a
movie—Mission Impossible,
Batman, the Fugitive, Superman,
Zorro and the list goes on and on.
Have you noticed how the Gap
uses Donovans' Me/Zow Yellow for
their commercials, and every third
commercial on TV uses Born to Be
Wild or some variation of a Beatles
or Hendrix song. I wonder if Steve
has noticed the girls on campus
wearing flared jeans like in the sixties and young people driving the
new Bug or a Mustang?

Steve sure had a lot to say about
the Internet and technology. I wonder how old the person is who invented the Internet? Do you think
they were born before 1980 or
after?
I have a news flash for you,
Steve. The most interesting innovation to come out of the '90s is the
trend to wear your cap backwards.
That's if you don't count the Backstreet Boys and Britney Spears.
I would have walked this over
rather than using email, but I'm
having trouble with stairs these
days.
Dave Scherrep

co-op advisor

Construction on
Daniel is disturbing
I suspect that most of us on
campus have noticed the construction work on the football stadium,
and some of us are no doubt
pleased that it was completed in
time for the football season.
A few folks might wonder, however, about the construction work
now proceeding—slowly, slowly—
on Daniel Hall. Construction workers are using saws, jackhammers

and other loud and intrusive
equipment on the corner of the
building that houses offices for
about 20 teachers. Given that these
teachers have approximately 800
students of freshman composition
who will be coming in for conferences and other help, the noise and
general upheaval certainly presents a problem.
No doubt you can see where I'm
heading: We were careful to "make
sure that construction on Death
Valley was completed before the
first home game. How come the
University couldn't be as careful to
make sure construction on classroom and office buildings was
complete before classes started?
What message about priorities
does this difference in work schedules send to students, faculty and
the public?
Martin J. Jacobi

English department chair
Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THETIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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Lesson learned now imparted How about a magazine for me
For all you new guys out there, there are
probably a few things I can tell you that
will be of some service to you. On the
other hand, there are probably a few things
that you could tell me. If you are just coming
out of high school, you already know more
about computers than I do. As fast as the
world is changing, my knowledge is already
outdated in some areas. But as far as moral
instruction goes, here I am! ...Just kidding.
First of all, there is the roommate situation. One thing you need to know about this
is that: a) your social development isn't complete until you get a bad one; b) make sure
you communicate your
needs and your pesky
habits BEFORE you find
out you are completely
incompatible; c) if you
both discover that your
clashing personalities or
lack of similar experience
is causing you major problems, get a room change while you still can,
or else come to some formal, perhaps written
agreement to make it work. Hey! Learn from
my mistakes!
Next, there is the situation of expanding
your interests. No one likes a couch potato.
You came to college for the social experience,
not for just the mere acquisition of knowledge. It doesn't matter if you are not into the
sorority/fraternity deal. There is a world of
other (more) stimulating and fun things to
do. I mean literally too.
As we all know, America is the center of
the universe, but if you haven't learned the
term "global society" you will be left behind.
Of over a thousand languages, how many of
them do you know? Well, if you have the
interest, this is only the beginning. And there
are multiple language clubs that meet on
campus to help get you exposed to other cultures and different perspectives- so what are
you waiting for? In fact, while it is still early,
you might want to explore your options for a
semester study abroad. Nothing is more
worthwhile to your life experience nor looks
better on a resume than an exchange program in another country. Many students
from Clemson study abroad each semester, so

why don't you check it out?
Besides these options, there are still more.
For instance, you could become a Fike-aholic.
Want to create a new body for yourself? Your
Tiger Stripe and some pink spandex shorts
are all you need. There are aerobics classes, a
swimming facility, access to weights and
treadmills, and the list goes on. In fact, you
could invent your own tumbling routine if
you wanted. Hey! It works. In addition, there
is no limit to the different types of sports and
recreation clubs found in Clemson. Rockclimbing, canoeing, equestrian, ultimate
Frisbee, ballroom dancing, chess, martial
arts, poetry... the list goes on.
Another aspect of existence at Clemson is, of
course, the downtown life. It
will take you only half an
hour to hit every bar, but of
course each one is differentto suit the many different
types of people found at
Clemson (two). I won't tell you my favorite
place to go, but Nick's is basically my favorite.
Let's see. Oh, of course. There are a number of plays put on by the Clemson Players
every season. If you have a penchant for pretending, go and try out for a play sometime!
Another optional outlet for make believe, but
still a little on the edge, is the gaming guild.
Hey, if you're a writer, this could help
improve your fiction writing abilities! And if
you're musically inclined, you can check out
the rockin' CU Gospel Choir or perhaps one
of the other vocal clubs that meet in the
Brooks Center.
So, I hope that this information is useful to
you in some way. Clemson is a diverse body
of people, and sometimes the little people in
the woodwork may be unintentionally
bypassed. Please forgive me if I left you out of
my scheme of potential things to do or be at
Clemson. If you are fire eater, nail biter,
Olympic fast-walker, faerie conservationist,
or anything else, and there isn't a club for
you- make one!!
Molly Stenhouse isagrad student in education and student affairs counseling. Emai I
comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

I love magazines. No matter what it is, I'll
read it. I've actually told my orthodontist
to "Take the patient behind me, I'm really
caught up in this Highlights article."
Magazines have always been a part of my
life. Although I love reading many different
magazines, throughout my life I've always
had one magazine that fit me in that particular stage of maturation.
When I was small and a bit adventurous,
Ranger Rick was for me. It instructed me on
how to make the perfect birdbath, and
taught me about the differences between
moles and voles. This was exciting stuff, for
a six-year-old. Soon, I
grew out of that, and grew
into Sports Illustrated far
Kids, a magazine that told
how many career home
runs Ken Griffey Jr. had as
well as informing me of
his favorite ice cream flavor. Chocolate.
Then it was the real Sports Illustrated. I
felt like a man then. My dad even changed
the name on the subscription from his
name to Mr. Steve Caldes. I was a Mister now.
When I turned 14 my taste changed
again. Actually, my next-door neighbor
changed it for me. "Hey Steve, check this
out." From that day on I was. a Playboy man.
Well, I wasn't exactly a brand-name snob. I
basically took any magazine I could find in
a hedge that was, one way in particular, similar to Playboy. Here's a sidebar: How come
every time young boys spot these particular
magazines, they have to leap over a brook
and snake through thorns and whatnot to
attain whatever pages are still salvageable.
And-they seem to pop up only after a good
hard rain, never during a drought. Never.
Sorry, I got a little sidetracked there. But
basically what I'm trying to say is, there is
no magazine that fits me now.
Rolling Stone is horrible. Unless you
enjoy reading biographies about N'SYNC, or
who Eminem is dissing now (word up!) or a
lame persuasive article that tries to prove
that Al Gore isn't a stiff or George W. Bush
isn't mildly retarded.
I tried Maxim for a while but that just

Have you been given the runaround by the University?

Alexis McKinney

Jennifer McKelvey

"Financial aid and admissions could be
a little more organized."

Steve Caldes is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT

modern language (German)
freshman

got old. The witty captions didn't seem so
witty anymore, and you can only look at
Pamela Anderson in a bikini for so long.
GQ1 Are you kidding me? When I finally
did make it through the first hundred pages
of designer ads, I had to read transcripts of
interviews about people I didn't care about.
And its fashion advice is top notch. "Tommy
is wearing a shirt by Guess, $348, pants by
Kenneth Cole, $873, and shoes by Armani,
one arm and one leg." I don't know about
you, but that's just a little out of my price
range.
And ladies, you must to be fed up too.
Vogue is the female GQ
(with twice the advertisements), Made-moiselle
apparently never gets tired
of the "Is He the One?" surveys, and Seven-teen is for
13-year-olds. Don't read
these magazines. They put
ideas in your head. You're
not fat. I think you look great. Really.
Men have to deal with this stuff too.
Every issue of Men's Health offers a new and
improved "15 Minute-a-Day Miracle Abs." It
didn't work last month (well, actually no
one tried it) but we really don't care. And us
guys have given up on the G-spot, you guys
should too.
Men our age want a magazine that tells
us how to dress nice, but cheap. And how to
cook a meal that women will love (and can
be made with a hot-pot and a toaster oven).
Or how to run the table in billiards. Stuff
like that.
Women our age want to read about...
hmm, I actually don't know what ladies our
age want to read about. But I'll take a stab at
it. "How to Clean Your Boyfriend's Kitchen,"
sounds like a good article. Or, "How to Get
Ready to Go Out in Only Five Minutes." Or,
"You Don't Look Fat in Those Jeans, So Stop
Asking." Basically I just want a magazine
that fits me.

Jesus Borke
computer sci-

"I just wish they would let me know if
they're going to drop my classes."

secondary education (English)
freshman
"Students should be more involved in
the process of their records so that they
know what is going on behind their
University life."

Adrian Domek

civil engineering
senior
"I've never had any problems. The
financial aid office always expands to
Brackett around the start of the semester and the IVR system takes care of all
my problems."

Jason Willard

computer engineering
junior
"Although I've never personally been
affected, I do think the voice response
system could be more efficient."

Got milk? No thanks, HI
take Britney Spears instead
With a move that shocked
industry observers, the
people who bring you
milk added Britney Spears to
their controversial Got Milk?'
campaign. Executive milk producers felt this decision could
help boost
milk consumption by
over 66 percent. However,
analysts claim
it is too early
to see whether
this will be an
effective marketing approach.
The milk industry released
the following statement. "This
element of the Got Milk?' campaign focuses on the teen and
preteen markets. Spears has
dynamic appeal, and this can be
used to make people drink milk."
McDonald's followed suit and
intends to continue offering
Britney Spears with every Happy
Meal. There is an obvious trend;
America has fallen head over
heels for Britney. With this sort of
reach, she is a cash cow for marketers. Advisors predict that she
will serve as a marketing tool for
over 20 organizations within the
year. More savvy groups and
individuals have already begun
their pursuit of Britney.
After witnessing a successful
partnership between Britney and
the milk industry, the NRA was
the first to jump the gun. After a

series of closed talks, meetings
between Britney and the NRA
ended abruptly. An industry
spokesperson commented, "We
will continue to pursue Britney.
She is a source of inspiration and
excitement for most gun owners."
There are
even rumors
that the
Republican
Party has flirted
with Britney.
One Republican
volunteer
proudly boasted , "The
Democrats might be able to get
Melissa Etheridge, but we can get
Britney if we try. What better way
to market a party of old white
men - a hot young teenage girl."
Most recently, PeTA expressed
interest in using Britney to aid its
campaign against the fur industry. This campaign focuses
around the slogan "I would
rather go naked than wear fur." A
PeTA spokesperson commented
on Britney's reluctance to pose
naked, but that has not stopped
its negotiations. For this, I salute
PeTA.
Many other organizations are
seeking to the ride coattails of
Britney's success. Experts have in
fact linked Britney's success with
that of our economy. Most economists agree that we can thank
Britney for our voluptuous economy rather than Ronald Reagan.
Thank you Britney Spears.
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and the bar scene
n a place like Clemson,
there are limited choices for
nightlife activity, and one of
the few choices students
have is the strip of bars
along College Avenue. The
scene is often witness to
intoxicated bar patrons who
require police assistance to control
themselves. But the drunk and disorderly charges looked pale in
comparison to what happened on
April 28, in Tiger Town Tavern
when police officer Nate Haerd
was shot while patrolling the
inside of the establishment. In light
of the incident many have raised
the question, "Why do cops come
in bars?"
It is just a part of the job, said
Clemson Police Chief Jonathan
Link.
"Where there is a large concentration of people is where we go,"
said Link. "We certainly want to be
there when the bars are closing
down because experience has
shown that's when a lot of problems occur."
Prevention is one of the keys to
stopping crime. Undercover officers and SLED agents often enter
bars to check IDs, but Link believes
a stronger presence is necessary
late at night.
"Part of our job as officers is to
be seen because that often acts as a
deterrent to crime," he said.
"Historically, where alcohol is
served, there are problems. When
we speak with the people that own
establishments downtown, they
like us being there."
Dave Thompson is one of those
people. He has worked at Tiger
Town Tavern for seven years and
became a part owner two years ago.
Although it is a rarity, Thompson
likes the idea of police nearby in
case a scuffle breaks out.
"If we have a fight or anything
like that it's good to have them here
immediately," he said. Thompson
feels it helps the bar's liability in
case lawsuits are filed relating to
any incidents.
The police presence inside the
bars raises another question, however. If they are there to deter fighting, why do most Clemson bars
employ big-bodied bouncers?
"That's a good question,"
Thompson pondered after a long
pause.
Entering bars is not feasible for
Lt. Lawrence McCrary and his officers. As head of the downtown
patrol in Athens, Ga., he oversees
an area that encompasses some of
the more than 30,000 University of
Georgia students.
"We've got enough to do outside," he said, while noting that
there are about 60 restaurants, bars,
music venues and other college

I

Henderson, who graduated in May, was arrested
Friday afternoon and charged with assault and battery
with intent to kill. She was released on a $10,000 personal recognizance bond. If Henderson is found guilty
Clemson policeman Nate under the current charge, she faces a maximum senHeard, 26, -was shot with his tence of 20 years in prison.
own gun in the popular downtown bar Tiger Town
Heard spent only one night in the hospital, but it
Tavern. He was in no danger previous to the incident was a few weeks before he could walk again. Today he
and was taken completely by surprise. The person who has all but recovered. The bullet is still in his leg, and he
pulled the trigger was not a criminal, a repeat offender still has nerve damage on the top of his right foot,
or a troublemaker. It was a former Clemson student, an though that should heal over time.
acquaintance of Heard's, who had slipped her finger
Heard says he has no hard feelings toward
into his holster and fired the .40-caliber Glock.
Henderson, and he does not know if the charge against
It was barely after midnight when the incident her will stand.
occurred. Heard, a five-year police veteran, had been
"I think alcohol had something to do with it," he
talking to Roslyn Devina Henderson, 22, whom he said. "I don't think she was thinking right."
knew from his job as a patrolling policeman working
It is not Heard but the City of Clemson that is bring■the downtown bar circuit. After chatting with ing the case against Henderson. Heard expects that the
Henderson, Heard turned to talk to two friends, Mike preliminary hearing will occur sometime this month.
Thomas, then a Clemson senior, and Jason Holloman.
Heard denies rumors that he was showing his gun
That was when the gun went off.
to Henderson right before she shot him.
The bullet went through Heard's right thigh, exited,
"That's crazy, especially in a crowded bar," he said.
and reentered behind his knee. It traveled down his calf "That's so dangerous."
and came to rest on his Achilles tendon.
The shooting, however, has
"I didn't realize I was shot at first," Heard said. "I raised concerns that policemen
thought it was just a patrolling in bars may be intergraze wound. Then I acting too much with students
saw blood coming out and taking their job too casualof my pants leg and ly.
onto my boots."
Heard disagrees. "I think it's
Because the bullet a good thing to be seen in and
had killed all of out of the bar," he said. "Police
Heard's nerve endings presence makes people feel a lot
below the knee, the more safe."
pain was not as strong
He admits that policemen
as it would have been often befriend students in the
otherwise.
bars, and that sometimes they
Thomas
and will stop to talk and be friendHolloman
helped ly, but that that does not mean
Heard outside, where emergency first aid was per- they are not constantly on the
formed. Bar rags were cut up and applied to the wound lookout for possible troublewhile help was called.
some situations.
"Basically, [Henderson] stuck her finger into my holHeard said that a night
ster and pulled the trigger," Heard said. "(After I was patrolling the bars is almost
shot] I looked up at her and she was crying, but I didn't always uneventful in Clemson,
pay attention after that."
and that the only major distur| B Jhdi W.SLS Jheilast.ume Hcaijl saw o&£egrd ixpva bance is usually just an occa-**_ J^
enderson.
sional fight.
"No 'I'm sorry,' no card," Heard said. "That makes me
He said that the events that
kind of upset. If she's my friend, why can't she call and occurred on April 28 were "just
say 'I'm sorry?' I guess she has a lawyer who's telling her one of those things that hapnot to talk."
pens — there's always a chance."
MACKIE ALL

news editor

hangouts in the downtown Athens
area. The area is similar to Clemson
in that it is also concentrated, but
McCrary's squad just does not have
to spend much of its time inside
the establishments.
"A lot of times, I would suspect
the bars take care of their own
problems," he said. "We don't get a
lot of calls about fights in bars."
David Brock, owner of TD's,
agrees that one of the duties of his
bouncers is to break up fights. But
that does not mean he does not
want policemen there as well.
"I actually prefer to have them
come in," said Brock, who is friends
with many of the officers. "There's
a big difference between us breaking up a fight and them breaking
up a fight. People listen a lot easier
when they're there, whereas sometimes we get involved in the fight."
One of Link's biggest concerns
is the potential use of weapons
inside a crowded place. While
unable to cite a specific incident,
Link said there have been cases of
weapons possession in downtown
Clemson during his tenure.
Although he has received threats
before, Thompson has not seen or
heard of a weapon being possessed
inside Tiger Town Tavern during
his seven years there. McCrary
called weapons charges "a rarity"
in downtown Athens. Many people
scoff at the idea that weapons are
brought into bars in a low-crime
area like Clemson and think the
only weapons brought in are by
uniform officers. But if shootings
can occur in small town schools, it
seems possible that they can happen in small town bars.
"The owners and bouncers may
not have the resources to deal with
that kind of situation," said Link.
"Plus, we like to think that we are
helping the bouncers. They pay
taxes too."
CONTINUED, PAGE 7
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oops continued
The incident at Tiger Town Tavern still lingers
in the minds of many Clemson students and bar
patrons. The shooting, whether an accident or not,
has posed some safety concerns that may not have
otherwise come up.
"They have a job to do, and as long as they're
not harassing people over 21,1 don't see a problem," said Clemson student Jason Weaver. "But
they need to be careful with the way they carry
and secure their guns for their own safety as well
as ours."
Perhaps the real concern of the patrons is the
feeling that "big brother" is watching their every
move. Leslie Gash and Melissa Roberts just transferred from UNC-Asheville where police also visit
inside the bars. And while the Clemson downtown scene is nothing new, it does not change how
they feel. Roberts always feels as if someone is
looking over her shoulder and Gash said the police
presence inside the bars "makes me feel extraordinarily nervous."
Some feel that the police presence takes away
from the jovial atmosphere that is prevalent in
college hangouts.
"I don't like it because it stirs up animosity
between the people in the bar," said Jason Vitali, a
concerned patron. "There's no need for them to be
in here if everything is cool."
It is clear that a police presence downtown is
necessary to keep the peace late at night. Whether
or not their presence inside is necessary depends
on who is asked. The shooting incident in April
will not stop Clemson students from flocking to
bars on the weekend. But it has raised awareness
about the potential problems alcohol, confrontations and weapons can cause when mixed.

FALLINGDOWN

A tree injront ofBrackett Hall jell late Wednesday night onto a Jeep
Cherokee. This was the second tree to jail in two days. Both trees were
had been an integral part oj campus greenery.
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Nervous about finding a new place to get your hair cut?
Call for a free consultation BEFORE you decide.

io% of your 1st cut!
• Cuts • Color ♦ Perms • Highlights • Foils •
• Therapeudic Massage • Facials • Make-up ♦
139 Anderson Hwy. • Clemson Center

654-8829
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Bring your Computer into our shop and we
Will evaluate your system and make any
Recommendations to improve performance

(864) 886-8514
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Professional Systems Resources
Sales, Service and Network Solutions
Internet Special
AMD K-6/II 500MHZ

Game Players Special
AMD K-7 700 MHZ

Onboard Sound & Video
64 MB PC-100 Memory
58K-V.90 Modem
48X CD ROM Drive
10 OB Hard Drive
1.44 Floppy Drive, Keyboard
Mouse, 15* Monitor
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128 BKPa Sound Card
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The Harvey & Lucinda Gantt Office of Multicultural Affairs is
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APC SurQtArTwi Powtr Strip

$849.95 PLUS TAX
Upgrade to 17* MonMor
$80.00

a
I was born and raised in Anderson,
I am the youngest of 7 children
I played in the marching band in high school
1 worked at K-Mart and drove a school bus while in high school
I received my B.S. Degree in Business Administration from USC
I received my M.B.A. Degree from Clemson University
I have wor^datCkn#on for 9 year^
I am a mgfffber oi Delta Sigma Theta Sc
I married Taji Richardson on July 8,
i have 3 nieces, 9 nephews and 2 greaEeiro
I have no children of my own - yet
1 am the Assistant to the^ip¥resid|Mffii
Director of Multicultural Affairs
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10 OB Hard Drive, 17*

$1374.95 PLUS TAX
Upgrade to 800 MHZ $105.00

Other systems and components available
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their fee status.
"We also use Tiger Stripe
accounts, so we were able to see if
they were on campus," said Smith.
The use of computer accounts
will also identify that a student is on
campus. Certainly a majority of students will never have to experience
this problem, something Mr. Smith
tries to maintain.
"We've kept trying things to minimize cancellations in walk-through
registration and a second cancellation period," he said.
Marvin Carmichael in the financial aid office agreed.
"We even took lists of students
and started calling them to let them
know what to do," he said.
Though calling students is not a
requirement, Carmichael and other
employees are committed to preventing complications. He even
acknowledged the fact that often
students who. technically should
have had their classes canceled are
given a temporary reprieve.
"It is our intent to find every reason to retain classes. The number of
drops has been reduced dramatically," Carmichael said.
On another part of campus, Greg
Padgett works to prevent complications in another aspect of students'
lives: housing. The director of

RETIREMENT
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Housing Administrative Services
knows that overflow can be a frustration, but there is a method to the
madness. "We have an opportunity
for people who want to move from
overflow to regular spaces," he said.
"As many as 100 to 150 students
will not return to campus or they
will go home after a short amount of
time," said Padgett.
April Scott, a freshman in Lever
Hall, is one of the students in temporary housing.
"I was surprised because I sent in
my housing early, or at Jeast I
thought 1 sent it in early," she said.
Scott and her neighbor, Helen
Thomas, were both skeptical about
living in makeshift rooms at first,
but they have decided to remain
there until next semester when they
will more than likely be reassigned
to residence hall rooms.
"I would be a lot happier if I had a
bigger room, but if I didn't get anything else, I would like to stay in
here," said Thomas.
Thomas' room previously served
as the kitchen, but now has close to
all the nicest amenities as possible
and includes a sink, which the regular rooms do not contain.
Lever Resident Assistant Sandy
Childs knows that some of the
women on her hall may not be completely satisfied with their arrangement, but she said, "The kitchens got
new carpet put in, and new mat-
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tresses and bunk beds were put in.
And then, they brought in closets
and drawers and chairs for them, just
to make things look more homey, so
it's not like a kitchen."
"A lot of people were very frustrated. I mean, they knew they were
in overflow housing. They're freshmen, and they are all excited about
the college experience," Childs said.
Scott is living by herself since her
roommate found another place on
campus a few days ago. "I didn't
unpack anything until she moved
out," Scott said.
Last Saturday, a list of open
rooms was posted throughout campus and made available on-line so
students could turn in their applications first thing Monday morning
and meet prospective roommates
before moving.
"Parents ask why they are made
to do all the leg work. We look at it as
the best solution [for students]," said
Padgett. "We've found that that
works better than placing students
where they don't want to be."
In all instances, despite mistakes
and frustration, the University tries
to prevent problems students may at
some point encounter. What may
seem like a lot of red tape can often
end up being a step left undone or a
simple misunderstanding.
"I wish we could come up with a
better way of doing things," said
Smith.
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more functional facility in 1995.
Barker applauded the Hendrix
family for its generosity and contribution to the University, noting
that the Hendrixes are "a remarkable family."
Students became the focus of
Barker's address.
. "Make no mistake, the Hendrix
Student Center belongs to Clemson
students. This is the home of students," Barker said.
Centering on the idea of collaboration, Barker described the facility
as the hub of "the collective" of students, faculty and staff.
Many spaces located throughout the building allow for student
collaboration, ranging from the
Manning N. Lomax Atrium to the
expansive student lounge, located
on the second level.
"This day is especially exciting
for Clemson students," said Student
Body President Rita Bolt. "Students
now have a beautiful state-of-theart building."
Former president of the student
body and current University Board
of Trustees member Leon "Bill"
Hendrix called the student center
"a family gift," that was given with
the agreement of all family members.
Hendrix is also one of the
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University's leading donors with
the student center being the focal
point of his giving. In 1994, he
established two trusts, jointly valued at more than $1 million that
will provide for the center's longterm operation and maintenance.
Another of his gifts will make
funds available each year for use by
the student body president.
Hendrix commented that "this
building is our family and our family is this building," showing the.
family's connection to the facility
and the campus.
Regarding the dedication,
Hendrix said, "we hope the Hendrix
Student Center will play some
small role in helping prepare future
generations of Clemson students to
enjoy life and to make a difference
in our world."

Come write the stuff
that people

believe.
the Tiger News
Department
656-4006
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ic Church
(downtown Clemson, corner of
Edgewood Ave and Sloan St)

Sunday Masses at

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

8:30am, 11:00am, & 7:30pm

MM
STUDENT
J
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rur DINNERS ^
every Tuesday @ 6:15pm
in the Church Hall
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On-Campus Mass
every Wednesday @ 12:20pm in
Room 807 of the University Union
RiKI£S Cti ir|*#Tnursdays@7:30pmin
DIUIt? DlUUy Room 322 of Brackett Hall

For info, caK 654-7804.
sponsored by the Catholic Student Association

Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds

Investment Expertise

• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service

Low Expenses

• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for—

SCOOTER REPAIR
i

Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Eddie Pennebaker
404 Rock Creek Rd.
Clemson, SC 29631

654-7209
e-mail eddiepen@bellsouth.net

and enjoy—successful retirements.

?•

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

NOW &U*M

Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

£

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities • Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. •
TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03

engine, tire, and body repair
pick up and delivery available
buy and sell used scooters
locally owned and operated
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Clinique's New Simple
Hair Care System
Clinique now improves hair, as it does skin, with
minimum effort and products. Clinique's new Simple
Hair Care System is designed to cleanse, condition
and style. Let us custom-fit it for your hair type
whether it's oily, normal or dry. For the
- healthiest results, the best effects.
CHOOSE FROM:
THREE custom-fit shampoos and
conditioners, $10 each
FIVE styling aids, 13.50 each

CLINIQUE
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CAMPUS
YOUNG OLYMPIANS INTERNATIONAL KARATE
INSTRUCTOR
Recreation Company Seeks
Part-Time Help Evenings.
Must Have A Black Belt And
Like Working With Children.
If Interested, Please Call
(888)869-7361.
HINDI tutor needed for
resident of Easley.
Native speaker sought.
Call Michael at

864-605-1029.

SARD IS DEN
Now hiring waits and cooks.
Apply within, Mon-Thurs
2pm-4pm.
LAZY ISLANDER
Now hiring all positions.
Flexible hours, lunch and
dinner. Apply in person.
On the square in Pendleton,
only 3 miles from Clemson.
646-6337
GREAT FOOD, GREAT JOBS,
GREAT OUTDOORS!
Clemson University
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Outdoor Lab
needs student food service
support starting immediately. Flexible hours and some
weekend work required. For
more information, contact
Jim Domanico at
646-7502.
www.clemson.edu/
outdoorlab

SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Europe, Florida

1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

ADVERTISING
IT SELLS
IT RENTS
IT HIRES
IT INFORMS
BE A PART OF IT
ALL
STOP BY THE
HENDRIX STUDENT
CENTER
INFORMATION
DESK OR
CALL 656-2150
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON
HOW YOU CAN
LET
ADVERTISING
WORK FOR YOU!!!

FORRENT ~
2BR apartment for rent
(Must rent immediately).
Excellent for students, staff
or faculty. Garage parking,
W/D, air conditioning, within .05 miles from campuswalk everyday! Please call if
interested 650-0962.
STILL AVAILABLE SOME
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR AT
MODERATE
RENTS
IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DAN
(OLD
MAN)
FELDMAN
654-5483.

VACATIONRENTAL
Large private home on Lake
Keowee with boat dock (and
boat rental). 4BR, 4BA.
Available by week or on
weekends (football games).
Call 864-675-0580.

FORSALE
Pure adrenaline rush: '93

PAGE

Dodge
Stealth-gorgeous
blue 5-speed 3.0L DOHC
290hp, great torque! With
sunroof, 107k miles. Engine
runs great, stereo a little
flaky. $6500. 864-2289819, leave msg.
1996 Suzuki Katana 600.
11,000
miles.
Retail
$4,100. Asking $3,600.
Black with yellow and purple
stripes. Call Phillip @ 3031570.
ATTENTION GRAD &
MARRIED STUDENTS
Why pay rent when you can
own for less? Adorable 2BR
starter home in quiet
Pendleton. Open, airy
design w/beautiful .8 acre
lot, greenhouse & plenty of
room for garden & pets. All
this for only $72,000. Call
Dick Hull @ RE/MAX
Foothills Real Estate

1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$389! Air, Hotel, Free
Meals, Drinks! Award
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386

We dare you
to write for
The Tiger.

TRAVEL
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Days $279! Includes Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group-Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you
can Organize a small group
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free &

Brother word processor.
Price negotiable.
Please call 656-7295.

MISCELLANEOUS
www.affordablelaptops.com
(800)864-2345

Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642
or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com
Spring Break! Deluxe
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free
Food, Drinks, and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the
Web! Go to
StudentCity.com
or call
800-293-1443 for info.

Think you can
handle it?
Call 656-2150
for more
information
or come by
room 315
in the Hendrix
Student
Center.

653-1906
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RAKIN'
IN THE
$$ EVERY
WEEK!
IF YOU ARE
READING THIS,
THERE'S A
GOOD CHANCE
17,000 OTHER
PEOPLE ARE, TOO.
CLASSIFIED®
TIGER.CLEMSON.EDU

656-2150

Division of Long Arm Enterprises of S.C., Inc.

WWW.BrassMonkeyClub.com

Open Tuesday - Sunday @ 4pm
• Weekday drink specials
• FRIDAY - Sept. 8 - Mystic Road Show

Bimmimninminim

SATURDAY - Sept. 9 - Jelly Roll Antenna [
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ TW
YOUR HOME FOR BLUES & JAZZ. !
213-A Main Street, Central (Next to Villa Luigi)

Mattress Sets Starting at
$99
4 Drawer Chest
$59.95

864-639-1660

What LSAT course did
students at the top
25 law schools take?
All Others

Nalley's Bedding and Furniture Inc.
20 S. Commerce St.
Liberty, SC 29657
864-843-1263
Take Hwy. 93 out of Clemson for approx. 10 miles to
Liberty. Turn right at first red light after the LHS Football
Stadium. Nalley 's will be on your right.

75%
KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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for the Butkus and Nagurski awards
this year following a 1999 season in
which he led the country in tackles.
And though he will probably be a
marked man by opposing offenses,
Herring is not concerned about the
defensive output.
"As far as Keith and the way people handle him, that's up to them,"
said Herring. "We're not going to
change much about what we're
doing. Our scheme is already built
around a pressure-style defense and
play-making capabilities out of all
our linebackers. It is very multiple,
we have a lot of weapons and a lot
of angles we can com? from, and if
one's not working, we'll dive in the
tool kit and find another one."
Clemson has had its share of
great defenses. Of course, many
fans remember the 1981 National
Championship team and its
defense, led by All-Americans
Jeff "The Judge" Davis and Terry
Kinard.
That team was second in the
country in scoring defense and
seventh in total defense. The 1987
squad was second in rushing
defense and fifth in total defense,
while the 1989 team was fifth in
scoring, rushing and total
defense.
The greatest defense in Clemson
history was the 1990 squad, led by
its deep linebacking corps that
included Levon Kirkland, Wayne
Simmons, Ed McDaniel, John
Johnson, Doug Brewster and
Ashley Sheppard. NFL starters
Brenston Buckner and Chester
McGlocton manned the defensive
line, while James Trapp, Robert
O'Neal, Dexter Davis and Arlington
Nunn roamed the secondary. It
ranked second in the country in
rushing and scoring defense and
first in total defense. The following
year, the Tigers ranked first in rushing defense and fourth in total
defense.
(But the 1995 season marked the
t time a Clemson defense ranked
in the top 10 in any of the major categories. Brian Dawkins and company were 10th in scoring defense.
The chance to bring Clemson back
to that level is a driving factor for
this year's team.
"I think it does motivate us," said
All-ACC defensive tackle Terry
Jolly. "You go into some of the old
media guides and see the old players, see that Clemson had the number one total defense in the nation,
and you want to be a part of that.
There's no reason we shouldn't be a
part of that."
Although Jolly, Adams and preseason Ail-American Robert
Carswell garner most of the attention, Herring knows every player
must contribute for the squad to
reach the highest level.
"They must have great work
habits, closeness, togetherness, put
pressure on themselves to play at a
high level in practice and in games,
consistency," he said. "And then you
need a good blend of good players
and average players playing better
than average. There's hardly any
defense that has all great players.
You always need a good blend of
leaders and followers with a common bond and that is to compete at
a high level consistently on every
snap."
Senior defensive linemen Jolly,
Jason Holloman and Terry Bryant
are taking it upon themselves to
improve on last year's performance.
Clemson finished first in the ACC
in sacks and 17th in the country in
passing efficiency despite going
against five of the nation's top-rated
passers in 1999. But the team still
lost six games, and the veteran line
knows it must produce to improve
the defense.
"It's all a matter of stopping the
run and when you stop the run,
you can peel your ears back and
get a few sacks," Holloman said.
"Coach Bowden has been pushing
to get more fouryman pressure.. We
have to get more pressure and
make more plays up front."
Last Saturday's shutout of The
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Citadel was just the tip of the iceberg according to many defensive
players. Herring may not be ready
to burden the defense with great
expectations, but the wealth of
returning talent and experience
says the players might be ready to
embrace the pressure. Jolly and his
teammates know that before they
establish statistical and physical
dominance over their opponents,
they must first re-instate fear into
opposing offenses.
"We're trying to bring the 'Death'
back into Death Valley," he said.
"You come in here, and it ain't
gonna be like in previous years.
You're not gonna come into our
backyard and takeover."

use
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it," said Leone. "It's always good to
win, but we can play better by
keeping possession and that's
something we have to improve on
when we get home."
The Lady Tigers travel to
Florida State on Sunday to open
the ACC season, and they will be
back home Wednesday to host
North Carolina. It is not going to be
an easy road with six of the eight
ACC teams ranked in the top 25.
"It's pretty scary," said Leone.
"We want it all. We want to start
making a name for ourselves in the
ACC, and see if we can get a shot at
a title."

8,2000
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ran a lot. The defense gave us the
option to run. We ran it pretty well."
Young and the other linemen
repeatedly opened up huge holes
that set up easy scores in the first
half.
One matter for Bowden to
address entering the second game of
the season is the performance of the
second team offense.
"One of my biggest concerns I
had coming in from spring ball was
the separation between first and
second team offense. It was obvious,
and you can see why it is a concern,
because I don't know if the first
team punted. Second team offense
had a quarter and a half to play and
never scored. They did a poor job."
Do not tell anyone, but the Tigers
connected on their lone field goal
attempt and were five for five on
extra points. Oh how good it feels to
have consistent special teams. Also
contributing for the unit was punter
Jaime Somaini with a couple of
punts over 50 yards.
As a whole, the Tiger offense and
defense looked good for a first game
and hopefully they can carry that
momentum into the game against
Missouri.
If the running game can have
continued success, the passing will
open up even more and what can
evolve from that is very scary for
opposing teams.

The Galley
Restaurant
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[fine Waterfront Dinina
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
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New Opening Dav Special

it DOLLAR DAY I*
*

Thurs. Sept. 14
*
Each ride only $1.00.
Offer good all night
ptl S Admission only $2.00
3f

FACE ADMISSION
Sat. & Sun., Sept. 16 & 17
Come to the Fair between
Noon & 2 pm and
EVERYONE receives free
admission.

jt

Eric Heatherly

Kaliente
Saturday, Sept. 16

MCDONALDS
UNLIMITED
smile AIDE DAYS

Paul Revere &
The Raiders
& Fireworks

Friday, Sept. 15

Gary Allan

Thursday, Sept. 14

Tues. & Thurs., Sept. 19 & 21
Enjoy unlimited riding all night
for only $ 12 with a coupon from
participating restaurants.
♦While supplies last.

Sunday, Sept. 17
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Alt grandstand shows begin at ?:30 p.m.
All shows and times subject to change without notice
ammmmmr-

The Wilkinsons

r>—mm

Craig Morgan

MPfflr
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Monday, Sept. 18

^'Motorsgorts
Rascal Flatts

Tuesday, Sept. 19

*

Tracy Lawrence
Wednesday, Sept. 20

^Sprint

Thursday, Sept. 21

~

*

*^ * * ■*■ ***

Figure 8 Racing
Friday, Sept. 22

Demolition Derby
Saturday, Sept. 23

TREASURE
HUNT
The Anderson County Fair wants
to give you a chance to win a 1carat diamond solitaire ring from
Turner's Jewelers (valued at
$3,600.00) or one of the daily
prizes from ^Sprint
Sprint res
-

_
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msesm dumb U$*m

Sprint PCS

>4^< Hypnotist-Alan Sands, Kachunga & the Alligator Show,
Tadpole the Clown, Live Shark Show, ^fmaaOsmM
Hawthorne's Bandwagon, Butter Sculpture, Kids Kraft Korner,
Community Stage, & MUCH MORE!

JUAMtt FOOD {• m
, trates SJjpjys Midb^a)

* Ride discounts do not include fair admission or pony rides. Grandstand shows are included in lair admission,
all shows are general admission, seats are limned. Fair admission required for free shows. Call (864) 226-6114
for more information.
....

KIDS
FftCE
8 & Under
Admission:
•-Open:
Location:
Parking:

15.00

.-aWfcHRp. *p.ro.
Sat.-Sun. Noon
Oil" Business H wy.
29 in Anderson
52.00
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For More Information Call 656-UPAC (8722)
or visit our website: http://imion.cleniSon.eclu/

CU Late Night Dance Party
Hendrix Center Plaza
Fri. • 9pm- 1am
Pizza! MusicLFun!

Celebrate Hispanic Awareness Month!
Stand and Deliver
McKissick Theater
Fri. & Sun.- 7pm

cosponsored by Peer Health Educators
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SNEAK PREVIEW!

TAILGATING
IN EOGAP S PUB

Network Event Theater presents:

Almost Famous
A classic rock based film by the director of
Jerry McGuire

Wed. Sept. 13 • Tillman •9pm

„T^

9

Saturday, beginning 1:30pm

jr. Cot/ Quiz Bomi

.©AJ**

Calling All Freshmen & Sophomores!
Sign up for this Brain Tantalizing Social Event
at Union Information Desk.
Cool Prizes! Free Pizza!
Registration Deadline Today!

Xfr

cf>

lues***'

Grand Opening Celebrationl
mi

mii#

STUDENT

CENTER

Friday, September 15, 10am - lam
in the atrium

®

Jeff Mandel - Digital Caricature Artist (10am - noon; 1-3pm)
Michelin Career Center Info Table (10am - 2pm)
Copy Cats Info Table (10am - 2pm)
Telecommunications Info Table (10am - 2pm)

<§)*in the breezeway*®
Student Media Info Tables (11am - 2pm)
CCN, Semantics, TAPS, The Tiger, WSBF
(also open house in Media Suite on 3rd floor)

-fc/g)in fhe plaza eg* Jf
WSBF
tit (10am
/1 flam -- 6pm)
Ar»m\ "*
WSBF -- HUA
live dj
Soul Mites (7-9pm)
CU Late Nite DJ Party (9pm - 1am)

jrt cappuccinos
s~± /^National Slam Poet Champion I
{£*) Gayle Danley (noon performance)

©

jn the theater
<5>

The Green Mile (7pm)

(£>
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Lady Tigers serve up action in 2000
► Clemson volleyball team
kicks off its home season this
weekend in Big Orange
Bash.
RICK LOVEDAY

staff writer

Tiger Pride has once again started the year off in Jervey
Gymnasium. Coming off of last
season's impressive finish as the
ACC regular season champions, the
Clemson women's volleyball team
is looking forward to continuing
right where it left off. The Lady
Tigers, ranked 27th overall in the
pre-season, were picked fourth in
the ACC volleyball poll. This young
team is hoping to vie for the school's
sixth NCAA tournament bid in the
last eight years.
Set on triumph in the midst of
losing four starters, the team looks
toward its returning starters,
sophomore Jessi Betcher and junior
Jodi Steffes. Also hoping to contribute to the team are freshmen
Ryane Beasley and Lindsey Fuller.
"On paper this is the best freshman class we have ever had," said
Head Coach Jolene Jordan-Hoover.
"We have two 'Fab 50' selections in
the same class for the first time, in
Ryane Beasley and Lindsey Fuller."
These two women give the Lady
Tigers three "Fab 50" selections in

the last two years. Betcher was a
selection in 1998. These two returning starters and incoming recruits
hope to replace the gaps filled by
the loss of four starters from last
season's team.
Even with these losses from the
front line, the core of the team is
still returning. There are eight
returning letter winners, led by the
last two ACC Rookie of the Year
Award winners, Steffes and Betcher.
The key emphasis of the season
will be on the youthfulness of the
team. Of the 14 team members,
nine are underclassmen. This key
element will set a core group of
returning players for the seasons to
come, resulting in more successful
seasons to follow.
This mixture of returning and
new players hopes to bring yet
another successful season for the
Lady Tigers.
"We have a very, very talented
freshman class. They only need
time. They all will have wonderful
careers, they just need more experience," said Coach Hoover.
With the combination of experience and extraordinary talent,
there is no reason that the squad
will exceed predictions and finish
the season with another ACC season championship
Coming off of a record setting

31-3 season, the Lady Tigers suffered a minor setback last weekend
in the Shamrock Invitational at
Notre Dame. The Lady Tigers were
challenged throughout the entire
tournament. Two of their three
games were against ranked opponents. Their first game was against
15th-ranked Brigham Young
University, which defeated the
27th-ranked Lady Tigers 15-5,15-7,
15-10. The final game of the tournament was against 28th-ranked
Notre Dame in front of their home
crowd. Notre Dame finished with
the win, 15-7, 15-8 and 15-6.
Between these two games, the Lady
Tigers faced off against Fairfield,
who won 15-6,15-13,15-12.
Despite this shortcoming, the
Lady Tigers still have much to look
forward to this coming season.
Starting with the upcoming tournament this weekend at Jervey
Gymnasium. The Lady Tigers face
Davidson at 7 p.m. Friday night in
the second game of the Big Orange
Bash. This will be followed
Saturday by the Clemson-Akron
game at 10 a.m. and the ClemsonSouth Florida game at 7 p.m. that
night. Another game in the coming
week will be against the in state
rivals, the USC Gamecocks. The
game will be played on Wednesday
Oct. 13 in Columbia at 7 p.m. ..

'% Intramurals provide opportunities for all
► Fall intramural sports
are starting soon.
NICK CONGER

staff writer

The way to feel better physically
is through the intramural sports
offered right here at Clemson. Play
begins very soon for the majority of
the fall sports, but all students still
have the opportunity to play. Any
interested student can sign up in
room 251 on the second floor of Fike.
Monday, Sept. 11 at 5 p.m. is the
deadline for a perspective athlete to
sign up for the majority of the fall
sports. The office is closed on weekends, so be sure to drop by on

Monday if interested. These sports
include one-on-one basketball, racquetball singles, racquetball doubles
and mixed doubles, and tennis singles along with tennis doubles and
mixed doubles. Wednesday, Sept. 27
is the deadline for three-on-three
basketball. Wednesday, Oct. 4 is the
deadline for 10-on-10 softball and
seven-on-seven soccer.
This abbreviated version of soccer is a new sport on the Intramural
schedule this year. Fewer players on
each team, along with a smaller field
increases scoring and enhances the
excitement. The last deadline for
registration for the fall season is on
Wednesday, Oct. 25 for the three-on-

three volleyball and six-on-six volleyball.
Also new to the intramural season is the ladder tournament plan.
The one-on-one basketball, all the
racquetball and all the tennis will
follow this format. Toward the end of
the semester, a single elimination
tournament will be set up with
teams ranked in order of how well
they fared in the ladder tournament
games. .
This final tournament will
decide the champion of the season.
This new format was designed to
make sure that all athletes will compete through the month of October
and into November.
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Carswell's Corner
Saturday's game
It's going to be a big challenge
this week because they're coming out of the Big 12. They've got
some big offensive linemen and
some big running backs who are
very physical. One of the reasons
I'm very excited about Saturday's
game is because I'm only eight
tackles shy of the all-time
Clemson record for tackles by a
defensive back [held by Terry
Kinard].
My family missed last week's
game because they went to go
watch my brother, who is coaching at my old high school. So
they're going to be in the stadium
to watch me do it. I think I'm
going to do it this week. I'm really blessed to have them come and
watch me do it in the stadium.
That's one of the reasons I
came to Clemson, so my family
could come and enjoy the experiences that I experience. Once I
break it, I'm gonna enjoy looking
up in the stands, looking at my
parents and seeing them smile.
That's one of the big reasons I'm
looking forward to playing this
game.
The other reason is we have
some unfinished business. We
have some pretty lofty goals set
by the team so we need to go out
there and take care of them this
week.

The Weather
Trying to cope with this
weather. Everybody had to break
out the tights today [Wednesday].
We have a bunch of Florida boys
on the team and this is a major
change for them. They were
freezing out there. We were just
talking about how it's not that
cold for us in Georgia and South
Carolina but to them it's freezing.
That was the big thing today.
"What is the most
memorable play in your
Clemson career?"
I would have to say that it
wouldn't be something that I did,
but the one play that stands out
in my mind is when we went to
overtime against Duke [1997].
Rahim Abdullah intercepted a
pass and was running down the
sideline pointing. We just all celebrated. The game shouldn't
have even been that close to
begin with. But when he intercepted that ball and we ran
down there as a team, everybody
blocking. He scored that touchdown in a way only Rahim can.
You know, highstepping down
the sideline, pointing at the Duke
bench. That's probably one of the
biggest highlights I can remember.

[mail your Questions to Rouen Carswell
snorts@tiger.clemson.edu
fi<

| Better Movie-going!

I JTlmStar Stadium 14
Civic center Dr. At Clemson Blvd. (Hwy 76) in Anderson, SC
Movies & Showtimes: 225-STAR or www.amstarcinemas.com

* student Discount Tickets!*
Available At information Desks
Old university union
& Hendrix center

STADIUM
•
• LUXURY SEA"
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••it*

SENIORS

JUNIORS

The Air Force will PAY
for Graduate School!

Need some $$ to replace
the LIFE scholarship?

Fall 2000 Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•

Full Time student in ANY
major (Undergrad. or Grad.)
Have at least 2.00 CGPA
Graduate in Spring/Summer of
2002
Attend 5-week field training
training summer of 2001
Pass Air Force Officer
Qualification Test

•

Qualify this Fall 2000 and receive
$3450/yr for books and tuition
PLUS
$200/month spending money
Pass physical fitness test and
medical exam

Innov
Irmova Communications, LLC

Local Presence ... World Wide Reach

jester SpeCiQI
Only $74.95*
'■- -Unlimited dial-up Internet access (no long distance charges)
'- -Four FREE email addresses
• 3 MB of personal web space
' -56K/V.90 technology
- "Unlimited access to the World Wide Web
~- -Unlimited incoming and outgoing mail
'—Unlimited news groups no censorship
'- -No access restrictions

InterestaB Contact Captain lseman oi,.
iBgeant Gaskin today!
E-mS eiseman@clemson.edu
' mgaskin@clemson.edu
&

.

Call 656-3256/3673 or
come by and visit at 300 Tillman Hall

Full Service Internet Provider
www.innova.net

1-888-8-INNOVA
•Require, prepayment by credit card or automatic bank draft. Average price is S14 99/month SemeBter
specials apply trom Ihe beginning of the semester to the beginning of the next semester.
Sign up for the academic year and receive even greater savings.
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Men's soccer team starts season filled with promise
► Freshman standouts lead
Tigers tofirst place in Bi-Lo
Classic.
PATRICK SHULTZ

staff writer

Apparently the hype surrounding Clemson's impressive freshmen
is valid, as the fifth-ranked men's
soccer team displayed its strong
recruiting class last Sunday in
defeating the defending American
East
Conference
champion
Hartford Hawks 4-0 in front of 1,011
fans at historic Riggs Field. Steven
Rhyne, Eric Lewis and Oguchi
Onyewa, three of the five starting
freshmen, all scored in a 13 minute
span in the first half of play, setting
the tone early and raising expectations for this year's campaign.
"It was good to see some of our
freshmen score," said Head Coach
Trevor Adair. "We had some trouble
scoring last year, so we recruited
some players who are not only good
defenders, but good scorers."
After 15 minutes of play primarily at midfield for both squads, the
Tigers opened the scoring with a
goal from forward Rhyne. Senior
midfielder Ross Goodacre played a
ball over the top of the defense and
into space occupied by only Rhyne
and the Hawks' goalkeeper
Christopher Doyle.

Doyle hesitated slightly while
going for the ball, giving Rhyne all
the time he needed to place the ball
easily into the back of the net.
Goodacre and the rest of the
Tigers kept up the pressure, striking one minute later at the 16:21
mark. Goodacre's 30-yard blast hit
the left post and deflected to midfielder Lewis, who took the rebound
and slotted the ball between the
outstretched hands of the goalkeeper and the right post of the
goal.
Goodacre tallied his third and
final assist after stealing the ball at
midfield and passing to sophomore forward Fabio Tambosi, who
brought the crowd to its feet when
he dribbled past his defender,
faked a pass across the middle of
the field and then masterfully shot
the ball past the deceived goalkeeper.
"Fabio Tambosi played the best
game of his career. He played very
well and had a brilliant goal," Adair
said.
The offense gave the defense
plenty of room for error, but
Clemson's defense was just as
impressive, limiting the Hawks to
seven shots, with none coming
before half time.
"Mike Potempa and Pablo
Webster were solid in the back,"
said Adair. "We broke their spirits

early; it was a great team performance."
Webster also assisted on the
third goal, scored by freshman
Onyewu at the 27:18 mark. New
recruit Doug Warren and junior
Patrick Fullerton combined for the
shutout. In the first ever meeting

between the two teams, Clemson
dominated early and often, controlling the play and limiting the
Hawks' opportunities.
Clemson fans may have some
lofty demands for the football team,
but it is not the only exciting game
in town.

The soccer team has some
intriguing talent that compliments
the senior leadership extremely
well and provides reason to believe
this will be a successful season.
Clemson's next home game is this
Sunday against ACC rival North
Carolina at 2 p.m.

QUVEN NQUYEN/staff

ROBBED: Tigers take control of ball during Sunday's game against Hartford Hawks.

Missouri comes to Tiger Town tomorrow Todd McClinton accepted
► Missouri's offensive line
and special teams pose problems jor Clemson.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer
The first test of the season
awaits the Clemson Tigers this
Saturday as they prepare to face the
Missouri Tigers, a member of the
Big 12 conference. Missouri defeated
Clemson 38-24 in 1996 in a game
that saw the victor gain 445 yards
against an opposing defense that
featured future first round NFL
draft picks Trevor Pryce, Anthony
Simmons, and Antwan Edwards.
Some think the Tigers may feel a
sense of retribution heading into
Saturday, but Head Coach Tommy
Bowden feels differently.
"I don't believe any of our players
participated in that game. Right
now, its more important that we're
playing a team from the Big 12 conference," he said.
The game is crucial for both
squads. Missouri will play five other
Top-25 teams this season, including

Michigan State, Nebraska, Texas
and Kansas State.
"Their team is very capable of
winning six games. They have an
offense that will keep them in every
game and are a pretty good team at
coming from behind," said Bowden.
"They have a pretty good defense
with a All-American defensive end
and some really good linebackers."
While Clemson fans are very
proud of All-American linebacker
Keith Adams, the same feelings are
reserved at Missouri for their standout, junior Justin Smith.
"You don't have to watch much
film to see that he stands out," said
Head coach Tommy Bowden. "He's
very athletic and plays the game
with a lot of intensity."
In 23 games, Smith has recorded
181 tackles and 12.5 quarterback
sacks. Like Adams, Smith has been
listed as a first team All-American
by several football publications and
will likely be among the finalists
for the Bronco Nagurski award,
bestowed annually to the top
defensive player in the country.
Bowden compared the challenge to

facing Smith to preparing for
Virginia Tech's Corey Moore or the
Florida State defense last season.
According to Bowden, Missouri
will try to move him around as
much as possible, positioning him
at linebacker and defensive end.
Missouri's offensive line averages 308 pounds across the front,
versus 275 for the Tigers. Combine
that fact with a running back over
230 pounds and Missouri may opt
to wear Clemson down physically
and run the football. Missouri will
also enter the game with an advantage in the area of special teams.
Missouri tied a single-season record
with six blocked kicks last season
and added to total with three
blocked kicks last Saturday versus
Western Illinois.
Former Tiger sports editor and
current
Clemson
Sports
Information Director Emeritus was
at the first Clemson-Missouri game,
the 1949 Gator Bowl in Jacksonville,
Fla. Clemson won 24-23, finished
that season undefeated and ranked
10 in the final poll.

STAFF REPORTS

Freshman tight end Todd
McClinton has been accepted to
Clemson as a partial qualifier,
Clemson Head Coach Tommy
Bowden said Wednesday. The 6-6,
250-pound native of Columbia, SC.
began classes at Clemson on
Thursday.
As a partial qualifier, McClinton
will be allowed to practice with the
team, but will not be eligible to play
in games.
"We are pleased that Todd
McClinton will be joining our team
on Thursday," said Bowden.
"We are looking forward to having Todd on the practice field. I
would like him to join us as quickly
as possible so he can feel a part of
the team."
McClinton will have the opportunity to gain a fourth year of eligibility if he graduates from Clemson
prior to the beginning of the 2004
season.
Senior
fullback
Terry
Witherspoon came to Clemson as a
partial qualifier. He considered

turning pro last season, but opted to
return to Clemson. He graduated in
August to qualify for the 2000 season.
McClinton was ranked as the
number-one tight end in the nation
by some services last year and was
regarded by many as the top recruit
in Clemson's 2000 freshman class.
The Shrine Bowl performer had
32 catches for 663 yards and six
touchdowns last year at CA.
Johnson High School.
He also had 237 yards on the
kick returns and rushed 47 times
for 450 yards.
McClinton is the second partial
qualifier in this year's class, joining
running back Terrance Huey. To
allow a second partial qualifier,
Clemson had to appeal to the
Atlantic Coast Conference. The
appeal was granted.
Bowden said that starting tackle
TJ. Watkins suffered a sprained
ankle in practice on Wednesday
during middle drill.
Matt Bailey missed practice on
Wednesday as he recovers from a
pulled groin muscle suffered in
Tuesday's practice.

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

Can he make it happen?
The Tommy Bowden era is upon us. It
is filled with wide-open formations,
five receiver sets, the shotgun and no
huddles. But, behind all that, true
Clemson football is back. After a few
years of hiatus, Coach Bowden has reinstilled Clemson
football/Translation:
winning football.
Although sometimes shadowed by
the high-octane
passing game,
Bowden knows that
games are won,
especially in Death
Valley, with a strong running game and
a smash mouth defense. The key to a
dominant ground attack, even though
everyone looks to the running backs, is
the offensive line. While the offensive
line did struggle at the beginning of last

year, largely due to inexperience, this
group has come into its own.
Granted The Citadel is nowhere near
the quality of opponent the Tigers will
face later in the schedule, the line did
open up gaping holes and basically
manhandled the
Bulldogs defensive front.
Adding to the blocking
up front is 265-pound
fullback Terry
Witherspoon, who loves
to throw his large framearound and create even
bigger alleys to run
through. Running
through those gaps is Clemson's talented
one-two punch of Travis Zachery and
Bernard Rambert. The powerful Zachery
gained 86 yards on 13 carries Saturday,
while the effective change of pace created by the speedy Rambert gained the

for it. Linebackers Chad Carson, Braxton
Tigers 51 yards on only nine carries.
K. Williams and Keith Adams are the
Let us not forget about Clemson's
other "running back," quarterback
newest batch of performers at the southern version of "Linebacker U," which has
Woodrow Dantzler. After gaining 723
recently produced such NFL talent as
yards in limited action last season,
Rahim Abdullah, Anthony Simmons
Dantzler should run for huge yardage
and All-Pro Levon Kirkland. These linethis season. So, even as the play-book
backers are one reason wfcy-this year's
looks much different from the past eye
squad fits the Clemson defensive mold
formation, straight at you, running
game, the Tiger offense is still dependent of stuffing the run and pressuring the
quarterback on every pass.
and dedicated to the run.
So now that Tommy Bowden has all
The other Tiger legacy is a ferocious
the components of past great Clemson
defense, specifically a strong front seven.
Tiger football teams, one can only hope
Led by All-American candidate Keith
* for the same results... ACC
Adams, the Tigers defensive front is
Championships??... big time Bowl
poised to improve on last season. Like
bids??...National Championships???
the former dominant Clemson defenses,
the linebackers and defensive line are
quick, aggressive and hungry to make a
hit. Perhaps undersized at some posiShaun Haggerty is a sophomore in
tions, the tenacity and gang tackling of
mechanical engineering. Email comthis year's unit will more than make up
ments to sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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► Men's soccer team
shows their stuff in
Bi-Lo Classic.

vs. Missouri. Tomorrow, 3:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer:

vs. UNC, Sunday, 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer:
vs. UNC, Wednesday, 730 p.m.

Lucas G.
Trudeau
staff writer

TrueFansMIA
It is a new football season that
brings new students, hew teachers and new fans. It is also a new
season for the Clemson Tigers football team to show its fans the
excitement Clemson football can
bring. But can the fans show the
same excitement?
With Clemson up 31-0 at halftime, many fans were seen walking
to the exits to go home for the night.
By the third quarter, the cheers had
subsided and, try as they might, not
even the Tiger Band's playing of
"Tiger Rag" could raise the fans'
spirits. With a two-yard touchdown run from running back
Travis Zachery the cheers once
again arose, but then fell to silence
just as quickly.
Can Clemson fans still be considered fans if they leave during
halftime, or is that the point when
they become just spectators?
Most home games of the
Clemson sports teams are seen by
soldout crowds, and Saturday's football game was no exception.
However, these crowds dwindle by
game's end.
While the Clemson football
players were running down The
Hill, a large majority of Tiger fans
were looking for seats that were
unoccupied.
Most stood watch as Clemson
dominated The Citadel Bulldogs
during the first quarter of the game.
By the third quarter of the game,
those who had to stand for the
game's start had seats to watch the
rest of the game in, and more were
opening up.
Into the fourth quarter, visible
patches could be seen in the stands,
but the action on the field was still
going on. The Tiger defense continued to dominate over The Citadel
offense by holding it to a goose egg
in the points column, and still people began to leave.
With only two minutes left in
the fourth quarter, roaring cheers
for the Clemson defense and special
teams should have once again
sounded as The Citadel came to
Clemson's 36-yard line and
attempted a field goal. The crowd
did cheer, but it was not as loud as it
could have been.
Even as The Citadel kicker Brice
Stefanick missed the kick wide left,
thus securing a shut-out game for
Clemson, the crowd that still
remained in Memorial Stadium
cheered, but for too short a time.
When the game ended, those faithful few cheered, clapped and ran
onto the field to congratulate the
team they so love.
You may cheer until you lose
your voice, you may wear every
piece of orange and purple clothing
you own and you can even paint
your "body different colors, but fans
should stay. and watch for the
whole game.
Spectators are the ones who
leave the scene of an event when
they become bored or they lose
their attention span, fans stay and
cheer until they can't even manage
a whine.
Are you a spectator, or are you a
fan? There are still many more
home games for the Tiger sports
teams, maybe it's time for those
"fans" to prove their worth.
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Nifty Nets

Volleyball:
vs. Davidson, Tonight, 7 p.m.
Football:
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Clemson pounds dogs in season opener
► Runninggame returns to
dominate game against The
Citadel.
ANDY PALAND

staff writer
Entering the first game of the
season against The Citadel, everyone was expecting a lopsided affair.
As the last seconds ticked away, the
score of 38-0 clearly showed that
Clemson dominated. What led to
victory was not what one expected
coming into the game. The real revelation during the game was how
the Tigers pounded the ball on the
ground behind a stellar performance from the offensive line.
Through film work, Head Coach
Tommy Bowden and his staff
noticed some holes in the Bulldog
defense that could be exploited by
their backs and that is what was
attacked. The initial game plan was
more balanced between passing

and throwing, but with The Citadel
defense providing opportunities to
thrive on the ground, the strategy
changed. Bowden said plainly, "it
was what they gave us. That's what
their film showed," and added, "I
didn't think they would stay in that
and just give you the run, but they
did."
Leading the way for the ground
assault was Travis Zachery who
finished with 13 carries for 86 yards
and two touchdowns, which
included a 52-yard burst on the first
play of the game.
Also impressive from the tailback position was Bernard
Rambert who used his slashing
style to compile 51 yards and one
score on nine carries.
Center Kyle Young was happy
with the offensive performance.
When asked if the plan for the
game was to establish the run
Young replied, "obviously it was, we
SEE DOGS, PAGE 11

[DEFENSIVE DOMINANCE]

ITSBACK

B KALK/scnior staff

CLOTHESLINE: Rod Gardner slices hy the competition during Clemson's
38-0 win over The Citadel.

Lady Tigers tame Cocks, 2-0
► The undefeated women's
soccer team stakes its claim
inColumbia.
Horn

DAVID KALK/scnior staff

THE PEOPLE'S ELBOW: Chad Carsonlaysthe smack down on
hisBulldog opponent duringlast Saturday's game.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor
Long before the glamorous offense, high
scores and trick plays
came to Clemson, there was
defense. And like the classic
sports axiom goes, defenses
that won championships.
The era of the mid '80s to
early '90s was one of the most
prolific in Clemson history as
far as ACC titles and bowl
wins, and those teams were
led by dominant defenses.
With eight returning starters
and national award candidates, the 2000 edition of the
Clemson defense has a
chance to revive its storied
tradition.
"Potentially, yes, we have
some outstanding, big players
blended in with some solid
players," said defensive coordinator Reggie Herring. "But
it remains to be seen whether
they can get it done or not."
As a three-year starter at
linebacker for Florida State
from 1978-80, Herring knows
what it takes to become a
great defense. He was a sec-

ond-team AP AlTAmerican
in 1980 and is a member of
the Florida State Hall of
Fame. He has been coaching
defense ever since, and he
said that the great ones share
one attribute.
"In all great defenses, one
intangible they have is a close
bonding and they refuse to
quit and refuse to give in," he
said.
One of the best examples
in Herring's experience was
in 1987, when he coached
linebackers for Auburn.
"If you pin me down, I'd
have to say the best defense
I've been around was that
1987 Auburn team," he said.
"We were SEC Champions
and we were first in the country in scoring defense."
That squad had four
future NFL players, including
Atlanta native Tracey Rocker,
who became the first SEC
player to win the Outland
and Lombardi awards in the
same year. Clemson linebacker Keith Adams, an
Atlanta native, is a candidate
SEE BACK PAGE 11

ARMSTRONG

assistant sports editor
The rain momentarily subsided
as the sixth-ranked Lady Tigers
took to the soggy earth, blanketing
rival USC 2-0 at the Graveyard in
Columbia, S.C
Clemson kept its season-opening winning steak alive, tying the
5-0 mark set last year. The
Gamecocks dropped to 0-3 on the
year, giving the Lady Tigers a 5-1
series advantage.
"The rivalry is good for soccer,
and it is something we look forward to each year," said Head
Coach Ray Leone. "It's awesome,
there's nothing like it."
Going into the game Leone
knew emotions would play a factor,
but he was impressed with his
team's composure. Considering the
subpar field conditions and a loud
crowd,.the Lady Tigers' mental
toughness made the difference in
the game.
It did not hurt that Carolina lost
Head Coach Sue Kelly for protesting that the Lady Tigers were offsides on their first goal. Jessica
Workman was also ejected for the
Gamecocks, and All-Region
Melinda Carter left the field
injured.
Deliah Arrington scored both
winning goals for Clemson. At the

26:27 mark Arrington found herself wide open and hit an unassisted goal nine yards out banking it in
the back right corner.
"It's a rivalry and there is so
much adrenaline flowing through
both teams," said Arrington.
"Honestly I don't remember my
goal, I just remembered getting a
great ball and looking up and
putting it in."
Lindsay Browne slid the ball
through the defense to Arrington,
who rocketed a six-yarder into the
back right corner 84:06 deep.
Arrington finished with nine shot ■
attempts for two goals, while
Browne's steak of a goal a game fell
short with five attempts and no
points. The impressive duo of
Browne and Arrington can only be
described as "fantastic."
"My performance on the field
was a reflection of the whole team,
we just came together as a team.
We didn't buckle under any of the
pressure," said Arrington.
The Lady Tigers' suffocating
defense disabled the Gamecocks
offensive attack, holding them
shotless until midway through the
second half. Clemson went on to
outshoot Carolina 19-2, and had
seven corner kicks to USCs pair.
Lady Tiger goalie Katie Carson had
two critical saves at the end to
bring the victory home to
Clemson.
"It was a battle till the end, and
you have to give them a lot of credSEE

USC, PAGE 11

SWIPED: Clemson'sLea ShrevefightsCarolina'sJessicaJulinfor the hal
Wednesday night in Columbia. Clemson won the game 2-0.
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Keeping Tiger traditions afve downtown at Jucfee Keller's
SUZANNE JAMIR

senior staff writer
Downtown Clemson may not be
big or overrun with neon lights, but
there is tradition and character to
be found there. As part of its duty to
University students and faculty,
The Tiger is seeking out the story
behind downtown by doing a series
of articles on select representative
establishments. We begin this week
with Judge Keller's, a shop almost
as old as the University itself.
Judge Keller's was established in
1899 by Isaac Leonard Keller I, a
student in the first class of Clemson
University. Prior to this, Keller had
worked for an on-campus tailor
shop in the barracks that did uniform alterations. In 1894, the original tailor wanted to return to his
home in Philadelphia, so Keller
took charge of the shop. Then, in
1899, the university was overrun
with students and needed more
space, so the shop was moved from
the barracks to a wood building
almost right next door to its present
day location. Keller built and
opened the shop before the deed to
the land was even processed. His
skill as a tailor became well known
amongst the cadets, who began to
call him "Judge" because of how
well he "judged the fit." After this
eager and efficient start, the store
prospered and the Keller name and
family became forever attached to
Clemson.
Keller's son, Bryan Keller, graduated from the University in 1933
with a degree in chemistry. He
worked for the Agricultural
Experiment Station for eight years
before joining the army and serving
in World War II. His father sent
word that he was ready to retire and
would either sell the store or turn it
over to Bryan. In 1946, Bryan Keller
came back from the war and took
over the store, unwilling to let
something of such great sentimental value fall to the wayside.
Thirty-one years later Bryan
Keller's son, Isaac Leonard Keller II,
took charge of the store. Leonard
Keller II graduated from the
University in 1970 with a degree in

forestry. He worked for Habcaw for
three to four and then worked as a
tree surgeon in New England.
When his father was ready to retire
in 1977, Leonard Keller II returned
to Clemson to take charge of the
store in 1977. Of his departure and
subsequent return to Clemson,
Leonard Keller II said, "It was good
to get away and gain some perspective, but I've always loved
Clemson." He still runs the store
today
Over the years, the store has
changed more than just ownership.
The store has been in three different
buildings; the current brick building was built in 1936. In addition,
the store's products have changed.
Originally, Judge Keller's did just
uniform alterations. In the 1950's,
however the University ceased to be
just a military school. There were
still voluntary ROTC units, but the
store had to shift the focus of its service. Judge Keller's began to gradually introduce other merchandise.
Then, there was a period of time
when the University required its
senior students to wear a coat and
tie to one class. Judge Keller's sensed
the demand, and the store began to
sell coats and ties. This requirement
was discarded as the result of a lawsuit, and it was then that Judge
Keller's began to sell the more casual attire seen in the store today.
The store sells a variety of the
University paraphernalia, not to
mention the orange overalls that
are impossible to find elsewhere.
The woman who makes the overalls is Eileen Brookman. Making the
overalls is a procedure that involves
dying, rinsing and a lot of time.
Brookman and Keller must dye at
least six pairs of overalls a day to
keep up with orders. These bright
overalls cost $36.95, which is exactly how much it costs to buy a pair
of painter's overalls and the dye to
color them orange.
Indeed, Judge Keller's is a store
with very reasonable prices. More
importantly, the store focuses on
students and student demand.
Brookman said, "I'm happy to be a
part of this generation of student

BIT OF HISTORY: A downtown merchandise storejudge Keller's began its long reign in Clemson in 1899.
memories." Along those same lines,
Bryan Keller said, "This store has
been run by three generations of
Clemson students, and we are here
to serve the students. If it weren't for
them, the store and community
wouldn't be here."
The store's sense of community
and tradition is obvious. Judge
Keller's is open from 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and its
weekend schedule in the fall
depends on home football games.
The store is open before and after
home games in order to cater to
current students, prospective students and alumni Judge Keller'shas been open for 101 years, and the
Kellers plan to keep it open for
many, many more. This store truly
represents the passion, dedication
DAVID KMJtfsenior staff
and endurance we call the Clemson CHOOSING COLOR: Helping afan purchase the perfect accessories/or the
spirit.
upcoming weekend.

it's not for everyone,
but that's

ine poin
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Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all. m here you'll push yourself. Test your limits.
And m the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think m your feet and be
a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship, Regtster today for an Army
ROTC -class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARIVI Y ROTC Unlike any other college coarse you can take.
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MOVIES AND MUSIC
AUTUMN IN NEW YORK

■ Company: Parmount
Pictures
■ Rated: PG-13
■ Review:^ «#

found question, "When will
Winona Ryder fall down again?"
I only wish I did not have to
spend $6.50 to find out the
answer.

BRIAN RUGGIERO

staff writer

Autumn in New York follows
in the grand pedophilic traditions that won American Beauty
an Oscar: men becoming "newand-improved" after pursuing
sex with women more than half
their age. Richard Gere is old
enough to be Winona Ryder's
grandfather, which only makes
for some awkward love scenes,
especially since she has a fatal
heart condition. Call me conservative, but I thought their whole
relationship was over the top.
Also, I hate romantic movies
that revolve around the woman's
life-threatening illness and the
man's desperate quest to find a
cure; the kind of movie in which
the lovers need to seize the
moment because each day just
might turn out to be their last.
Total snooze.
All of the women in the audience seemed to soak it up and
remain spellbound by the complex storyline that asks the pro-

Parmount

Pictures

■ Company: Destination
Films
■ Rated: R
■ Review: „

■ Rated: R
■ Review:

$$
KATIE SMOAK

assistant Time Out editor
SUZANNE JAMIR

Bring it On stars Kirsten
Dunstuhe Virgin Suicides, Drop
Dead Gorgeous) as Torrance a
recently elected captain to the
cheerleading squad. Everything
seems perfect in Torrance's world
until the days she realizes that their
days of winning national cheerleading championships are over.
Torrance is horrified to learn that
their entirely choreographed routines have been stolen from an East
Compton squad. The movie is yet
another cheesy teenage film that
lacks any depth and is only comical when the girls are competing for
the national cheerleading trophy.
This is definitely not worth the full
price unless you have an unhealthy
obsession with cheerleaders.

senior staff writer
Whipped is directed by Peter PLAYING THE BOYS! Amanda Peet snaps her fingers and they all
M. Cohen, an experienced pro- come running.
ducer but novice director. The
movie is just one long dirty sex possible and then messing with them, and almost more impossistory. Three friends—Brad (Brian their minds. It doesn't make for ble to laugh at the blatantly
Van Holt), Zeke (Zorie Barber) much of a plot, but Whipped glo- crude, witless and worn-out stoand
Jonathan
(Jonathan rifies Mia and applauds her for ries they thrive on telling. The
Abrahams)—end up dating the her cunning. Most disturbing is dialogue, though delivered
same woman. As they do so, their that this image of Mia as a man- quickly and loudly, was not
desires shift from sex to relation- eater, so to speak, is some people's effective or revealing and could
ships. The woman, Mia (Amanda idea of an independent woman.
have been written by a group of
Peet), however has her own motiRegardless of the feminist 13-year-old boys. This movie
vations. Basically, she's a heart- standpoint, all of the characters really epitomizes mindless enterless player. Her idea of fun is hav- are stereotypical and shallow. It's tainment. Whipped is definitely
ing sex with as many guys as impossible to like or relate to not worth the money or time.

Music Reviews

Binaural
Epic Records

Book Review

Adeline Yen Mah

THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE
V'*tf ## Five Paws
Sogood that we would experience it sober.

Four Paws

Definitely worth your time and money.

qg*^*3{*

Three Paws

Not stellar, hut worth checking out.

##^L*

Two Paws

Not worth your money, steal it Jwm a friend.
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One Paw

An incredibly poor display oj wasted effort.
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WHIPPED

Pearl Jam

Falling Leaves: A Story of an
Unwanted Chinese Daughter
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Whipped fails to break the skin
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With great wisdom and insight,
Adeline Yen Mah tells a story so
heartwrenching and honest it jerks
the strings of the heart and makes
you realize that Cinderella's childhood was a dream in comparison to
her life. In an inspiring epic about
growing up as a middle daughter in
communist China before and after
the cultural revolution, Yen Mah
pulls the reader into her life.
Despite her miserable childhood,
she excelled in school and relied on
the love of her aunt and grandfather to see her through the toughest
of times. Constantly living in the
shadow her brothers have cast
upon her, Yen Mah eventually overcomes the challenges life has so
rudely thrown in her face, and
eventually immigrates to America.
As her spirit evolves and matures,
Yen Mah fearlessly puts her tragic
past behind her in order to tell a
story of triumph and success.
I encountered great difficulty
putting this book down, and when
not reading I found myself thinking of the story! Yen Mah builds a
tale so completely unforgettable,
that you feel empowered after finishing it. A gratifying perspective
on how lucky we are to grow up
strong and American, it leaves us
with a sense of pride of our independence. A story for all ages,
Falling Leaves should be an epic
that everyone reads at least once in
their lives.
~L Kelly Leach
Time Out Editor

While Korn is busy donning the
mantle of childhood-scarred
anthem makers, Pearl Jam has been
equally busied moving from adolescent angst to inspired adulthood.
The follow-up to 1998's Yield plays
like an ode to evolution and
endurance crafted by a band of seasoned survivalists. Eddie Vedder
and company — guitarists Stone
Gossard and Mike McCready,
bassist Jeff Ament and recently
recruited drummer Matt Cameron,
formerly of Soundgarden — have
weathered the slings and arrows of
their own good fortune. They've
fought the good fight both onstage
and off, transcending rock stardom
to become musicians with great
artistic legs.
Binaural marks Pearl Jam's first
collaboration with producer Tchad
Blake, with whom the band has
worked to lighten its sound without losing its depth. Fusing confessional lyrics, the experimental
avenues first explored on 1996's No
Code and Yield's straight-up rock,
the album strikes the balance hinted at in its title ("binaural"
describes the ability to hear sound
in both ears).
The
rocking
guitar
of
"Breakerfall" and the Eastern raga
driving "Of the Girl," for instance,
temper the arena rock of
"Evacuation" and "Light Years."
The latter, a classic Pearl Jam rumination on loss, hints at a new experiential wisdom as Vedder's elegantly rugged voice rumbles, "No
need to be void/ Or save up on life/
We've got to spend it all." On the
largely acoustic and mostly bittersweet "Thin Air," he reinforces this
sentiment with the observation
that, like it or not, "Love can keep
moving in both directions."
Through all the emotional ebbs
and floods, Vedder-suggests, the

best one can do is follow the flow.
The album's first ; single,
"Nothing as It Seems," begins as a
mournful dirge of feedback and
scratchy licks, but soon abandons
grand gestures in favor of a little
tranquility with the observation
that "The little that he sees/ Is
nothing/He concedes/ It's home." It
is a nod toward the peaceful concessions one makes with time and
because of it. "It's instilled/ To want
to live," Vedder sings at the close of
"Insignificance." That's the heart of
Binaural — an abiding hope that
expression, not explosion, is what
really makes an artist tick.

right way to say what we thought
was already said. All in all,
Mehldau does a fine job of reintroducing the fun and spontaneity of
listening to contemporary jazz
again. Yea Brad.
-Bryan Smith

in-

Quickspace
The Death of Quickspace
Matador

-Philip Lebresco

Brad Mehldau

Places
Warner Bros.

$$$
Contemporary jazz, much
aligned against the novel ears of
youth, would do good to create
something worth listening to outside of the mall elevator. Nostalgia,
as Wynton Marsalis has aptly
proved, is effing (sic) dull.
Put simply, knowing history and
"replaying history are two completely different things. But then, this
isn't about Wynton. This is about
what Wynton isn't. And, I like Brad
Mehldau's Places precisely because
it does what Marsalis has: always
claimed that his own compositions
do: breathe a bit more life into the
history of jazz rather than offering
bits of it up as one does when dissecting a specimen.
Classically trained Mehldau, the
same man to include Radiohead's
"Paranoid Android" in his standards repertoire, is here found toying with expressionistic musings
that are at once playful and pensive.
One can hear the shadows of Bill
Evans and Keith Jarrett poking
around the corners of melodies and
phrasings throughout while
Mehldau is heard constantly
searching through solos to find the

Upon *****
first listening to the
album by Quickspace, I was not
entirely impressed with the content. However, as I got deeper into
the music, it began to grow on me.
For those interested in a soft blend
of
light,
feel-good
music,
Quickspace's CD Precious Falling is
certainly the way to go. The group
has a talent for finding a simple
beat and fully using that beat to
their advantage.
The soft blend of melodies combined with the use of non-conventional sound devices gives the listener an appealing and meaningful
experience. The longer I listened to
the album, the more I was drawn
into the music. The repetition of the
music lulled my subconscious into
that of a dream. I could not focus on
anything except for the music.
For those of you who like music
to be soothing and calming, I highly recommend this album. A CD
that is capable of making you totally oblivious to the rest of the world
and any problems you have is definitely a must have in one's collection. Especially being college students, any break in the monotony
of schoolwork is a welcome addition.
-Rick Loveday

Interested in writing
for entertainment?
For information call
656-0986.
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Penn State University students organize
against new Dr. Laura television show
RAINA

J.
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Daily Collegian
(U-WIRE) University Park, PA In today's popular culture, television viewers are used to seeing
something shocking. Just look at
the success of disc jockey Howard
Stern.
Dr. Laura Schlessinger's doctoral degree separates her from Stern,
who's known for his opinionated
statements. Her educational background alone makes her an expert
to some.
Schlessinger, who currently
has her own radio show that
according to Time reaches 18 million listeners, is now slated to host
her own talk show on CBS starting
Monday.
Protestors have shouted against
the upcoming television show in
several cities, and State College, Pa,
may soon be able to count itself
among them.
Six
Pennsylvania
State
University students met last night
to plan protest activities and organize students for an arranged
demonstration slated for noon on
Monday at the University Gates.
The move to television for the
best-selling author is fraught with
conflict because of the deemed
insensitivity that the protestors
argue will be present in the programming.
Also a doctor of physiology and
long-time family therapist, Dr.

Laura Schlessinger, is not the most
loved person in America. Her
highly controversial, conservative
views have been subject to public
outcry across the nation.
"Most of the things she says is
untrue. She said things about
homosexuals being deviant and
biological errors. The APA
(American
Psychological
Association) has stated for years
now that homosexuality is not a
disorder," said Elad Nevo (seniorcommunications).
"It's not the fact that she's conservative. What she's been getting
the most attention for is what she's
been saying against gays and lesbians," said Lynn Thompson
(senior- women's studies and comparative literature).
She has stated in various forms
of the media, however, that her
opinion remains that homosexual-,
ity is not in error; it is the behavior
that is erroneous.
"(Schlessinger's view) affects us
sort of because anytime there's one
more person whose getting syndication, who gets that much more
time to express their hatred, it's
one more thing to make the day
darker," Thompson added.
As one of the most successful
female
talk
show
hosts,
Schlessinger's views about such
topics as the early sexual education of children are often applauded, her opinions on homosexuality
are not. She has been making com-

ments about the topic that some
people do not consider politically
correct since 1997.
Schlessinger's show does not
just affect gays and lesbians.
"Dr. Laura's bit about biological
errors is very offensive. I happen to
have mild cerebral palsy, and I
know that, in the past, people with
disabilities were treated as biolog:
cal errors. I can't see any error in
being gay, biological or otherwise,'
said David Shannon (seniorphysics), another attendee at the
meeting.
There was at least one student
at last night's meeting who was
hesitant to protest.
"I didn't feel comfortable
protesting (Schlessinger)'s free
dom of speech. Elad has convinced
me that this is important because
while she has a right to free
speech, she doesn't have a right to
make assertions that are not based
on fact," said Tarah Ausburn
(senior-psychology).
Perhaps what it does come
down to, though, is an issue of freedom of speech.
"I personally would have prob
lems with (Schlessinger's conserv
ative views.) I don't have to listen
to it," Thompson added.
Another organizational meet
ing will be held at 7 p.m. Sunday in
the Lambda Student Alliance
room at 320 HUB.

Want to meet these two?
Or is your type
mor6 serious?
Come work for The Tiger.
&
Call 656-2150.
KA9 Welcomes Our New Members
Jessica Anders
Teresa Biediger
Megan Chaplin
Karen Graczyk

Dottie Atkinson
Sally Bull
Sarah Dunmyer
Nancy Gunter

Brittnay Hopkins
Ashley Martin
Molly Murphy
Melissa Santilli
Rachel Sullivan
Melissa Wilson

Katherine Horton Shannon Joyner
Joanna Mallory
Amanda McLeod Lindsay McWhirter Elizabeth Munn
Katharine Packard Susan Perrone
Kristen, Rogers
Lori Shaw
Stacey Sobotka
Janet Stronman
Mary Beth Wagner
Emily Wankmuller
Kristy Zagorski

Sarah Barcio
Lindsay Caldwell
Dottie Eiger
Sabrina Heairld

Amanda Beck
Mary Anne Carter
Carolyn Garrison
Jennifer Heffxon
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Reality check, please!
As the summer comes to an
end, the hype surrounding
reality-based shows such as
Survivor, Making the Band, and
Big Brother has failed to die down.
It seems that the world of reality
television
has
become somewhat
of a pop culture
phenomenon. The
media
industry
has decided to continue to milk the
biggest hit show,
the CBS show
Survivor until the last drop
knowing that there is still money
to be made. According to the
Nielsen's ratings, an estimated 51
million people watched the
show's finale, forcing other networks to hustle and try to cash in
on America's newfound obsession.
(Don't worry, if you missed any
episodes, CBS is planning to have a
Survivior marathon.)
ABC network originally began
the recent revelation that game
and reality based shows are profitable after creating, Who Wants to
Be a Millionai re? Since then, we as
television viewers haven't been
able to turn on the tube without
finding other shows riding on the
coattails of former successes.We
thrive on seeing either the failures
or the successes of a complete
stranger, even allowing that person to become a part of our conversations. And now with the
establishments of a Survivor 2, a
new series called Hopkins 24/7
which depicts the inner workings
of the well-known hospital, and
The Mole, another challenge
where contestants compete both
physically and mentally while a
traitor is in their midst, the new
trend in television programming
is likely to increase.
However, • it's not as if reality
shows haven't been making their
way into our living rooms for
many years now. MTV's popular
series, The Real World is in its
10th season while Road Rules is in
its ninth, while Fox gathered an
audience with Cops..
Some question why we have all
subjected ourselves to hours of
watching other people make their
claim to fame, by just being
"themselves", but let's face it. We
all know that while there" might
not be any scripted dialogue nor
previously rehearsed scenes, each
of the programs that emphasize
the realism in their shows, have

certain boundaries even they cannot cross. Some of the shows end
up staging more choreographed
scenes, much more than we as
viewers care to realize. We have
the belief that-if these are all "real"
people that are
winning this
Katie
atrocious
Smoak
amount
of
assistant
money or facing the most
Time Out
dramatic chaleditor
lenges, then
we can still see
ourselves being thrown in the
same position. Some of us know
that we will never be superstars,
but when we see that regular people are having their 15 minutes in
the spotlight, we automatically
assume that this could be our
reality one day, too.
The truth of the matter is that
regardless of how happy you are
in life or how much you have been
given, reality in itself can bite.
There will always be something
more you want to add to your silver platter.
Reality shows appease our fantasies by playing on the fact that
these are actual people and not
actors playing the part. But truth
be told, can reality based shows
honestly portray each person as
themselves? It is common knowledge that many of us are like
chameleons. We change our colors
depending on our environment,
so isn't it the same when we are
being scrutinized and judged
more on appearance rather than
substance? Is there any authenticity in the fact that we know that
while we may see ourselves as one
person, the audience might see us
differently? After the editing, we
see what the networks want us to
see, not the absolute truth.
The fall lineup continues to
install these reality shows that
have not only gained our attention, but also have gained our
acceptance. Is the group Rusted
Root correct when they say we're
"living in the land of virtual reality" or do we just need to each do
our own reality check? I believe
that we all as people have a natural curiosity about one another,
but to continue to distort every
day life situations into forms of
entertainment?
Katie Smoak is a senior majoring
inEnglish. Email comments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Sex and the City nominated for best silly show
JENNY OAKSON

Chicago, ill

I"

(U-WIRE) CHICAGO - To attain
the
honor
of
the
best
comedy/drama series, two things
are required: a winning majority of
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences votes and a strong fan
base.
Last year, David E. Kelley swept
as creator of both Ally McBeal and
The Practice - two shows that not
only have good writing and handsome casts, but also millions of single people glued to the screen each
week with doe-eyes for Dylan
McDermot and love-to-hate-herthemed daggers for Calista
Flockhart. This year, the nominated
shows all have their die-hards, but
they are diverse as the colors of
Benetton. Not to be too "C + C," but
let me break it down:
Outstanding Comedy Series
Friends — the show that's been
driving hairdressers crazy for years
(I too wanted the Rachel cut, but
settled for the Uma bob in '95). It's
got tons of fans, but this season has
grown soapy. Monica and Chandler
getting married, Ross getting
annoying and Joey getting fat - not
outstanding material and for what
they are making the members of

the Academy should expect more.
Frasier - This is the educated
man's sitcom, with a peripheral
audience consisting of people that
just can't get enough of the dog,
Eddie. While the fan base is decent,
I wonder where it would rank if not
sandwiched between the two
mega-hits ER and Friends.
Probably not good, considering the
same people who relate to the witty,
balding, pop culture pygmy, on-air
head shrink are the same people
who claim not to watch TV
Everybody Loves Raymond who? I don't know anybody who
watches it.
Will and Grace. - Why is this
show named after the two people
who are the least comedic of the
foursome? And, if this show ever
bombs remember I was the one
who predicted that the spin-off
would be named "Just Jack." Will
and Grace is funny. It's appealing to
yuppies and soccer moms alike, but
it's not something that draws viewers in. Maybe after this year's reign
on the coveted Thursday night, I'll
be singing another tune, but I'll
probably still be-singing Britney
Spears because I haven't been able
to get her out of my head for the last
five months, why try anymore?
Sex and the City - more fans

than Topsy Turvy! This is a show
that has such a giant fan club TIME
quotes Sarah Jessica Parker every
time it writes a story about single
life in America. Chicks love it
because it features strong, independent women speaking frankly. And
guys love it because it's on cable and

can show.frankness. The critics are
a little turned off by its crudeness,
but they love Raymond, so what do
they know? If I had my druthers,
Sex and the City would win the
Emmy and I'd have all the shoes on
the characters.
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Rain Location: 2nd Floor Hendrix Center

NOW HIRING!
Sun-Thurs
11:00am - 10:00pm
Fri & Sat
11:00am - 11:00pm

1060 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson
Tel (864) 654-1114

3 1 /2 miles from campus
Completely renovated - 1,450 square feet
3 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths
MAJOR APPLIANCES FURNISHED!
Absolutely no pets!
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on Wednesday night
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Spanning across the educational horizons
KATIE SMOAK

assistant Time Out editor
Although most students love
their alma mater, one of the greatest opportunities that students can
take advantage of is studying
abroad. This gives students a
chance to see how diverse our society is from others and to come into
contact with a different culture.
Senior Susie Ringler said, * I
went to Asia this past summer
with a group of other Clemson students, and it was probably one of
the most fulfilling experiences I
have ever had. If I had the chance
and my schedule would permit
me, I would go for a longer length
of time in a heartbeat. My expectations were also completely different than what I had perceived the
encounter would bring.".
Many students feel that studying abroad is best done in the
spring because there is more flexibility to travel, and it is easier to
prolong the trip. Student Services
Program Coordinator Jeff Clifton
said, "Clemson normally sends lots
of students to different programs
throughout the year, but the spring
seems to be the more popular season."
Not only is the time period a
factor in study abroad programs,
but it is also based on preferred
location. Clifton said, "Right now,
our most popular programs are the
ones that we have in Australia,
Europe, and Asia and Africa, but
there are so many to choose from."
The International Programs
and Services Office is not the only
way that students can find out

about taking classes overseas. Some
of the individual colleges offer programs for students as well. The
College of Architecture, Arts and
Humanities has a program for
architecture students in Genoa,
Italy, where Clemson owns a villa
and now there is a similar program
to Barcelona, Spain. The language
department also has a well-known
curriculum in Seville, Spain, and is
planning a group trip to Chile for
the spring semester. If a student's
major doesn't offer anything like
this, however, then there are other
ways to go through the process.
The
International
Student
Exchange Program has offers from
over 40 different countries that
students can choose from and they
can execute direct exchanges if the
country they prefer isn't available.
Senior Catherine Galvin didn't
find the location that she was looking for available through Clemson
alone and was directed to ISEP
where she found where she wanted
to study abroad. She and another
student will be the first Clemson
students to study in Malta. "I really
had expressed an interest in studying abroad in Malta, but Clemson
didn't have an exchange program.
But they helped me find a way to
see all of my options and hopefully
I will be taking classes there in the
spring."
Despite the increase that the
University has had in sending students to a foreign country, Clemson
still gains more international students through such programs more
than they send them out.

ROSSY SIMPSON

BANGKOK BUILDINGS: One groupfrom the economics department visited Bangkok this past summer. Studying
abroad can helpfacilitate a comprehensive view as to what really goes on in surrounding cultures.
Junior Rebecca Close, an
exchange student from the
University of Strathclyde in
Scotland has found the studying
abroad experience to be rewarding.
Although there is not a difference
in language, she said that moving
to the United States has been a culture shock.
"I guess that I wasn't aware of

how important it is in America to
have a car. In Scotland, I could walk
to the closest town, but here there
are no means of transportation like
cabs, or railroads. It is also a very
different climate from Scotland. It
is much more warm."
In general, studying abroad
gives students more than just a
taste of world culture. As a means

of pushing students out of the protective nest of college, it also helps
to maintain a different way of
approaching unfamiliar customs.
The University will be holding
its annual study abroad fair on
October 3 in the Hendrix Center.
For further info, go to www.clemson.edu/studyabroad.

Got Cable TV?
If not, call today! "Student annual" agreement special,

Installation iust $15
with the Gold Package which
includes HBO and Cinemax.
Cal

■NORTHLAND
OIBLE
TELEVISION

today

882-0002 or 654-7201
"Student Annual" aggrement through Spring Semester 2001. Offer expires 9/22/00
North/and Cable serves the off-campus areas only.
For on-campus service questions call Northstar at 1-800-993-9313.

Got the Tiger? If not call 656-2150
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What'sH
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

Auditorium in Charlotte, NC 8
p.m.
• Ben & Josh at the Esso
Club, no cover 10:30 p.m.

• Sourwood Honey at Esso
Club 11 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

• 7 Mills at the Esso Club,
no cover after game

• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.
• Drifting Through at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 11 p.m.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
• Smithsonian Jazz
Masterworks Orchestra at the
Brooks Center 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
• Karaoke with Ed Miller and
Kerry at the Back Bar at TD's
11 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
• Britney Spears at the
Blockbuster Pavillion in
Charlotte, NC 7:30 p.m
• Ani DiFranco at the Ovens

• No Wake at the Esso Club,
$3 cover 11 p.m.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
• Dixie Chicks at the Bi-Lo
Center in Greenville 7:30 pm
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE,
..
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
• Ani DiFranco at the Fox
Theater in Atlanta
• Cambradyne at the Esso
Club, no cover 11 p.m.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
• Hybrid at the Esso Club,
$3 cover 11 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
• Shades of Grey at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 9 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

:J

This weeks proves to be a boring one, so count from one to a
billion at the rate of one per second for 16 hours a day. In the 50
years it takes you, you'll be having
a blast by the time its over.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

When you dine at the dining
halls this week, make sure not to
eat the food that is handed to you
by a cafeteria lady who is laughing at you.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

As money problems continue

to plague you this semester this
astrologer recommends that you
buy food in bulk, like, at Sam's
Club, and lay off the drinking.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

I see you're having difficulties
with the family pet. To make
things right again, 1 suggest
sending Fluffy a milk bone, or
giving him a big fat wet one on
the ol' nose.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)

I see that everything is going
well in your life right now. I sug-

r

• Beginning of Earth Science
week at the Bob Campbell
Geology Museum 1 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14

• Poet Robert Morgan will
talk about "The Voice of the
Story" at the Brooks Center
7:30 p.m.
• Bill Stanton at the Esso
Club, no cover 10:30 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

• No Wake at the Esso Club,
no cover afte r the football
game
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19
• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 10 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

• Naturalist David Bradshaw
will conduct a nature walk
through the Botanical Garden 7

• Machinal at the Brooks

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20
• Pause for Effect at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 11 p.m.

7 dC
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gest that you avoid most people
on your floor, they're obviously
envious of your perfect life!
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Aquarius (Jan. 20 • Feb. 18)

Don't worry about any weird
growths this week; they'll be gone
once you've had a few drinks.

Take in an afternoon at
Bowman Field this week or a late
night swim at Lake Hartwell.
Your karma is definitely lacking
in extra-curricular activities.

Happy Birthday to those who
have one this week. To the rest,
avoid getting out of bed, the stars
just do not seem to be in alignment for you. PSi Happy Birthday
Ashley!

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Make sure you head downtown to stock up on aspirin. This
coming weekend proves to be a
busy one.

Make sure to attend all of your
lecture classes this week, it's a fine
time to catch up on the lost sleep
from the weekend.

Be wary of you significant
other's siblings. The way Pluto
and Jupiter are aligned this
month avoiding them might be
the best thing for you.

Crossword Puzzle

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)

Family problems at home will
arise later in the week. So make
sure to call home early for a cash
advance.
~Stars read by K.T. Charisma
Astrologer to the masses...
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Solution to Last
Weeks Crossword
Puzzle Below
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36 Age
37
38
41
44

Single
Uttering
Intertwined
Church platform

53 Take advantage

54 Type
55 Footwear
56 Half qt. (abbr., pi.)

57 Pig pens
DOWN
1 Poet
2 Melody for one voice
3 Remitted

4 Ready
5Rhea
6 Fix
7 Feature
8 Lesser
9 Wheel
10 Squeezes
11 Snafu
19 Gave back
21 Virgin Mary
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52 43,560 sq.ft.
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48 Claim; charge
49 Beverage
51 From Gr. Ares (comb, form)

8
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ACROSS
1 Bottom
5 Bit; scrap
8 Stop the flow
12 Range
13 Each
14 Microphone (slang)
15 Circle
16 Resort
17 God of War
18 One who takes another out
20 Without purpose
22 Musical performance
24 Fuss
27 Rough casing around seeds
28 4th Greek letter
32 Pertaining to an animal paw
34 Leaky
35 Tidbit
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23 Dog
24 Just
25 Daughters of the American Revolution (abbr.)
26 Shout of approval
29 Card game
30 Wine cask
31 Enzyme (suf.)
33 Afternoon show

34 Hawaiian dish
36 Oldest
39 Slack off
40 Lens
41 Bad case of the
42 Wealthy
43 Air (comb, form)
45 Lope
46 Airy; aerial
47 Spoils
50 Copper or bronze money

^

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3

CAtL 656-098$

a.m.
• Jump Little Children at the
Esso Club 10:30 p.m.

Center's Bellamy Theater.
Showing October 3-8 at 8 p.m.
• Cambradyne at the Esso
Club 11 p.m.
• Karaoke with Ed Miller and
Kerry at the Back Bar at TD's
11 p.m.

• Ben & Josh at the Esso
Club, no cover 10:30 p.m.

• Karaoke with Ed Miller and
Kerry at the Back Bar at TD's
11 p.m.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
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